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Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertationsschrift behandelt die Anwendung moderner optischer Messver-

fahren zum Zwecke der detaillierten Untersuchung von Verbrennungssystemen stationärer

Gasturbinen.

Mittels laserinduzierter Fluoreszenz (LIF) von Aceton als Tracer wurden bildgebende Mes-

sungen des Brennstoff-/Luftgemisches verschiedener Brennertypen bei atmosphärischem

Druck im nichtreagierenden System durchgeführt. Hierzu wurden spezielle optisch zugängli-

che Prüfstände sowie eine Versorgungseinrichtung zur Bereitstellung der erforderlichen Tra-

cer-Massenströme entwickelt und in Betrieb genommen. Die Ergebnisse der Tracer-LIF-Mes-

sungen wurden mit Ergebnissen klassischer Saugsonden-Messungen verglichen. Dabei konnte

gezeigt werden, dass die Tracer-LIF-Messungen deutliche Vorteile hinsichtlich der räumli-

chen Auflösung sowie der benötigten Zeit zur Durchführung einer Messung bieten. Im Ge-

gensatz zu den Saugsonden-Messungen ermöglichen die Tracer-LIF-Messungen nun auch

erstmalig die Untersuchung instationärer Phänomene. Die aufgenommenen Mischungsdaten

dienen darüber hinaus als neue Referenz zur Validierung numerischer Simulationen. So konn-

ten bei einem im Rahmen dieser Arbeit durchgeführten Vergleich mit RANS CFD-

Simulationen, die von Dr. Lukasz Panke zur Verfügung gestellt wurden, bereits optimierte

Parameter für die Durchführung der Simulationen gefunden werden.

Zur Untersuchung des Verhaltens der Flamme in Hochdruck-Verbrennungstests wurde eine

wassergekühlte Sonde entwickelt, welche optischen Zugang zur Brennkammer bei minimaler

Beeinflussung des untersuchten Systems bietet. Mithilfe der Sonde wurden sowohl spektro-

skopische wie auch bildgebende Messungen des Flammeneigenleuchtens unter verschiedenen

realistischen thermodynamischen Randbedingungen durchgeführt. Für die bildgebenden Mes-

sungen wurden verschiedene Kombinationen von optischen Filtern vor der Kamera ein-
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gesetzt, um selektiv OH*, CH* oder CO2* aufnehmen zu können. Simultan zu den Kamera-

bildern wurden Wechseldruck-Schwankungen innerhalb der Brennkammer aufgezeichnet.

Eine nachträgliche Korrelation der aufgenommenen Flammenbilder mit den Wechseldruck-

Schwankungen mittels eines Phasensortier-Algorithmus gab dabei neue Einblicke in die Vor-

gänge innerhalb der Brennkammer während des Auftretens von Verbrennungsinstabilitäten.

Insgesamt ermöglichten die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit angewandten optischen Messtechniken

neue Einblicke in die komplexen Vorgänge bei der Gemischbildung von Brennstoff in Luft

sowie bei der Verbrennung unter realistischen Randbedingungen. Die dabei gewonnenen Er-

kenntnisse leisten einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Weiterentwicklung von Gasturbinen-Ver-

brennungssystemen.
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Abstract

The present study is concerned with the application of state-of-the-art optical measurement

techniques for the detailed investigation of combustion systems of stationary gas turbines.

By using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) with acetone as tracer imaging measurements of

the fuel/air mixture at atmospheric pressure and at non-reacting conditions were accomplished

with different burner types. For this purpose optically accessible test rigs as well as a special

facility for the supply with necessary tracer mass flows were developed and taken into opera-

tion. The results of the tracer-LIF measurements were compared to results of classical suc-

tion-probe measurements. It could be shown that the tracer LIF measurements offer clear ad-

vantages regarding the spatial resolution as well as the necessary time for the execution of a

measurement. Moreover, contrary to the suction-probe measurements, the tracer-LIF meas-

urements for the first time allow the investigation of unsteady phenomena. Additionally, the

recorded mixture data serve as a new reference for the validation of numerical simulations. A

first  comparison  with  steady  RANS  CFD  results  provided  by  Dr.  Lukasz  Panek  within  the

context of this study could already lead to optimized parameters for these simulations.

For the investigation of the flame behavior in high pressure combustion tests a water-cooled

probe was developed which provides optical access to the combustion chamber with mini-

mum impact on the examined system. The probe was applied for both spectroscopic as well as

imaging measurements of the flame luminescence at gas turbine relevant thermodynamic

boundary conditions. For the imaging measurements different combinations of optical filters

were installed in front of the camera system in order to selectively record OH*, CH* or CO2*.

Pressure fluctuations inside the combustion chamber were recorded simultaneously to the

camera images. A correlation of the recorded images with the pressure fluctuations by using a
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phase-sorting algorithm gave new inside of the processes within the combustion chamber dur-

ing the occurrence of combustion instabilities.

Altogether the optical measurement techniques applied in the frame of this study enabled new

insights into the complex processes during fuel/air mixing as well as during combustion at gas

turbine relevant boundary conditions. The new knowledge won thereby will make an im-

portant contribution for the further development of gas turbine combustion systems.
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols
Symbol Dimension Description
A m2 Area
f mm Focal length
h J s Planck’s constant
J - Fuel/air momentum flux ratio
p Pa Pressure
m& kg s−1 Mass flow
P MW Power
P* % Relative power output
R J (kg K)−1 Specific gas constant
SF - Scaling factor
T K Temperature
v m s−1 Velocity

Greek symbols
Symbol Dimension Description
ζ - Friction factor
λ - Air factor (= Ф−1)
λ nm Wavelength
ν Hz Photon frequency
ρ kg m−3 Density
ϕ - Equivalence ratio (= λ−1)

Superscripts
* Electronically excited state
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Subscripts
0 Jet flow (typically fuel)
∞ Main flow (typically air)
Exp Experimental conditions
GT Real gas turbine conditions
Th Thermal

Abbreviations
2-D 2-dimensional
3-D 3-dimensional
BLZ Bayerisches Laser Zentrum (Bavarian laser centre)
CAR Cooling-air reduced combustion chamber
CARS Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy
CBO Cylindrical burner outlet
CCD Charge-coupled device
CDPO Combustion driven pressure oscillations
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CMOS Complementary metal oxide semiconductor
CP Cover plate
CRDS Cavity ring-down spectroscopy
DES Detached eddy simulation
DFWM Degenerate four-wave mixing
DGV Doppler global velocimetry
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace

Centre)
DNS Direct numerical simulation
EU European Union
FID Flame-ionisation detector
FP Flow parameter
FRS Filtered Rayleigh scattering
FWHM Full width at half maximum
GGI General grid interfaces
GT Gas turbine
HCF High cycle fatigue
HFD High frequency dynamics
HP Hole pattern
IFD Intermediate frequency dynamics
II Image intensifier
IRO Intensified relay optics
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L2F Laser-2-focus
LDA Laser Doppler anemometry
LDV Laser Doppler velocimetry
LES Large eddy simulation
LFD Low frequency dynamics
LIF Laser-induced fluorescence
LII Laser-induced incandescence
NBO No burner outlet (burner without CBO)
MFC Mass flow controller
PDA Phase Doppler anemometry
PDV Phase Doppler velocimetry
P&ID Piping and instrumentation diagram
PIV Particle image velocimetry
PMP Premixed pilot
PZT Primary zone temperature
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
RMS Root mean square
REMPI Resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation
SFI Swirler fuel injection
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
STD Standard deviation
TDLAS Tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy
TTL Transistor-transistor logic
ULN Ultra-low NOx

UPP Uniform perforated plate
UV Ultraviolet
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1 Introduction

1.1 Prospects and Challenges for Gas Turbine
Combustion

The worldwide demand for electricity has been growing continuously within the last decades.

For example, the electricity generated in the European Union (EU) grew by more than

200 GW between 2000 and 2010, which equates an increase of 36% [129]. Within this period,

the largest absolute growth in installed capacity was recorded for natural-gas-fuelled power

plants, whereas the share of nuclear power plants and plants fuelled with coal or fuel oil even

decreased (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: EU trend in installed electricity generation per fuel or primary energy, 2000
– 2010 [129]
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But moreover, another decisive trend can be taken from Figure 1.1: The on-going change of

the energy market towards an increasing share of renewable energies, especially wind power

and photovoltaic. This also brings new challenges to the energy supply business; because the

availability of sufficient wind speeds for wind power or solar radiation for photovoltaic does

not correlate with the current demand for electricity. To prevent an increasing risk of insecu-

rity in terms of energy supply, it is indisputable that the resulting gap between electricity de-

mand and electricity produced by the renewables will at least to a great extent need to be

filled by conventional power plants [75]. Unfortunately, the predictability of local wind

speeds or solar radiation is limited so that operational flexibility in terms of start-up time and

costs, ramping rates and turndown capability will become significantly more important for

these conventional power plants. Thanks to their superior performance in this area, natural-

gas-fired stationary gas turbines (GTs) are expected to play an even more important role in

future power generation [129].

This implies that today one of the main development targets for gas turbines is to increase the

operational flexibility – in addition to the basic requirements of increased efficiency, reduced

emissions, high reliability, and low costs. Figure 1.2 qualitatively illustrates the emission of

carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), the main pollutants of a typical stationary

GT, versus the flame temperature. Since the flame temperature strongly correlates with the

engine load the x-axis can also be interpreted as indicator for the loading operation range.

Turbine inlet
temperature

CO Limit

NOx Limit

NOx

CO

Emissions

Operation range

Figure 1.2: Operation range of a typical stationary gas turbine within the allowed CO
and NOx emission limit values
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As can be seen, the turn-down capability of the turbine is limited by the increased production

of CO at low firing temperatures. The upper end of the operation range is marked by reaching

the NOx emissions limit value. As these emissions are produced during combustion, a key to

increase the range of operation is to improve the gas turbine combustion system [62]. For ex-

ample, the production of NOx is a strong function of the flame temperature and the residence

time in the high-temperature regions [138]. Thus, one way to reduce NOx emissions is to re-

duce the cooling air consumption of the combustor or turbine which results in an increased air

mass flow participating in combustion and, hence, in a reduced flame temperature level (as-

suming the fuel mass flow remains unchanged). As the saving of cooling air has practical lim-

its, a second established way to reduce NOx emissions is to avoid regions with high local

flame temperatures resulting from fuel-rich zones. Hence, modern gas turbines are typically

equipped with premixed combustion systems operated at lean and nearly uniform premixed

fuel/air conditions to reduce the peak flame temperature. In parallel, to reduce the residence

time in high-temperature regions, modern low-NOx combustors have a very compact combus-

tor design leading to a highly turbulent flow and high power densities. As an example, Figure

1.3 shows the evolution of Siemens gas turbine combustors from the early 1970s till today.

2.20 m

3.50 m

1.20 m

Comb. chamber loading:
10 MWth/m3

1994 – SGT5-4000F
Annular combustor

1971 – SGT5-2000E
Silo combustor

2007 – SGT5-8000H
Can combustor

Comb. chamber loading:
140 MWth/m3

Comb. chamber loading:
500 MWth/m3

1.20 m

Figure 1.3: GT combustor development from silo to annular and can type
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The SGT5-2000E was equipped with two big silo-type combustors with a moderate thermal

loading of approximately 10 MW/m3. In the middle of the 1990s the SGT5-4000F engine

with an annular combustion chamber and 24 burners was introduced. This combustor design

is already much more compact compared to the silo combustor and leads to a thermal loading

of approximately 140 MW/m3. However, the latest evolution step is marked by the introduc-

tion of the SGT5-8000H in 2007. This engine is equipped with 16 can-annular combustors

and has a very high thermal loading of approximately 500 MW/m3 [62].

Unfortunately, combustion systems operated at such highly turbulent and lean premixed con-

ditions are prone to combustion-driven pressure oscillations (CDPO) [33]. Due to the interac-

tion of heat (flame) and sound (pressure oscillation), combustion-driven pressure oscillations

are also frequently referred to as thermo-acoustically induced pressure oscillations [108,128].

The effect of unsteady flames or, more general, fluctuating heat sources on acoustics was al-

ready described by Lord Rayleigh in 1878 [101]. Almost a century later, in 1971, Putnam

published his studies about combustion-driven oscillations in industrial applications [98].

Since then numerous studies focusing on CDPOs in gas turbines were carried out to further

understand and control the underlying mechanisms, because the high pressure oscillations

increase the risk of flame blow-off and high cycle fatigue (HCF) cracking of combustor parts,

bearing distress in the engine rotating assembly, generally cause a reduced lifetime of the as-

sociated parts, and often limit emission improvements [33]. It is common sense in many stud-

ies that one of the main parameters influencing thermo acoustics in premixed combustion sys-

tems are local and temporal fuel/air distribution fluctuations inducing heat-release oscillations

[74,76,107,108,128].

Consequently, a better understanding of the interaction of fuel/air mixing and the combustion

behaviour in terms of thermo acoustics and emissions is prerequisite for developing advanced

gas turbine combustion systems meeting the requirements of the energy supply market.

1.2 Combustion System Validation Strategy

The development of gas turbine combustion system typically follows a defined process. Such

processes include a multi-step validation procedure (Figure 1.4) which must be passed by

every combustion system, no matter if completely new designed or only slightly changed.
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Step 3
High pressure
combustion

tests

Burner
model

Step 1
Low pressure

flow tests

Step 2
Low pressure
combustion

tests

Step 4
Full engine
test facility

Step 5
First

customer
engine

Boundary conditions:
- Thermodynamics
- Aerodynamics
- Mechanical aspects

Numerical tools:
- CAD, FEA
- CFD, kinetics
- Thermoacoustics

Verification ValidationVerification ValidationVerification

Iteration loop

Figure 1.4: Typical industrial gas turbine combustion system validation procedure

As illustrated in Figure 1.4 the validation procedure starts with a new burner version designed

with the help of various analytical and numerical tools to meet the defined boundary condi-

tions. The first validation step is the verification of flow characteristics like the air capacity or

the fuel/air mixture. These tests are typically done in full-scale single-burner test rigs at at-

mospheric cold flow conditions. The next step is single-burner combustion testing at atmos-

pheric pressure (step 2) allowing a first evaluation of important features like the ignition be-

haviour, emissions and the overall combustion performance. Furthermore, the atmospheric

combustion test rig can be equipped with windows allowing the detailed investigation of the

combustion behaviour with optical measurement techniques. These first two steps are espe-

cially valuable to preselect design variants for the subsequent validation steps. Step 3 is the

investigation of single burners in combustion tests at increased pressure levels up to full en-

gine pressure. In this step emissions and combustion performance, but also the thermo acous-

tic behaviour can be investigated under engine-like conditions. Hence, step 3 plays a key role

in the validation procedure and is mandatory for each new combustion system before put in

an engine. In step 4 a full engine-set of burners is installed in a real gas turbine. These tests

are performed in a full-engine test facility, e.g. at the Siemens gas turbine factory site in Ber-

lin, Germany, at the Alstom GT test facility in Birr, Switzerland, at the GE factory test facility

in  Greenville,  USA,  or  at  the  MHI  demonstration  power  plant T-point in Takasago, Japan.

After successful testing, the final hardware design is released for the first engine application

at a customer site (step 5). Generally, the complexity of the setup, the validity of the test re-

sults, but also the associated costs significantly increase from step to step.
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In parallel to the each test the measured data is also used to improve and validate the numeri-

cal  design tools and to improve the correlation of test  rig and real  engine results.  However,

standard test instrumentation typically only delivers information like mass flows, local metal

and media temperatures, dynamic and static pressures, and gas composition. This especially

limits the detailed validation of complex numerical tools such as 3-D CFD simulations.

1.3 Research Objective

The overall aim of the present thesis is to support the development of next generation gas tur-

bine combustors by improving the experimental tools playing a key role in the combustion

system validation process. Today optical measurement techniques are state-of-the-art in a

wide range of experiments in flow and combustion science. Examples for widely used tech-

niques in this context are:

· Flow measurements with laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV, also referred to as laser

Doppler anemometry, LDA) [127], or particle image velocimetry (PIV) [94,99],

· Species concentration measurements with laser absorption, Rayleigh, and Raman

spectroscopy or laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [32,78,110,114],

· Temperature measurements with coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)

[22] or two/multi-line LIF [4,80,125],

· Flame front or heat release rate measurements with LIF [49,50,109,110] or flame

chemiluminescence spectroscopy [40,42,47,133].

Many of the mentioned techniques have already been demonstrated in realistic environments.

Particularly for applications in internal combustion engines in automotive research a large

number of scientific publications is available. In the field of gas turbine related studies many

applications of optical measurement techniques are also documented. Relevant works in this

context are various LIF measurements by Hoffmann [50], Schildmacher [107], Schneiders

[109], Hoeren [49], PIV and DGV measurements by Willert et al. [132], multiple applications

of flame chemiluminescence measurements by Güthe et al. [36], Hardalupas et al. [44], and

Muruganandam et al. [83], as well as combinations of different techniques by Hubschmid et

al. [52], Lückerath et al. [79], and Fischer et al. [26], to name just a few.
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However, the application of these scientifically established measurement techniques to indus-

trial large-scale experiments poses particular challenges. The technical realisation of optical

access to full-size test rigs operated at gas turbine relevant temperatures and pressures is not

trivial, especially if the investigated system should not be affected (e.g., by large water-cooled

windows). Furthermore, the sensitive optical setups and the typically complex and sophisti-

cated measurement equipment are not designed for the harsh conditions at industrial laborato-

ries. Hence, most of the aforementioned studies were applied at strongly simplified test rigs or

down-scaled burners [26,50,79,108], or even only specific sections of a burner, e.g., a single

flow channel, were investigated [49,109,110].

This gap should be closed with the present thesis. In particular, laser-induced fluorescence

(LIF) with acetone as a tracer for imaging of the fuel/air mixture was established for large-

scale applications. Additionally, flame chemiluminescence imaging was  applied  for  the  ad-

vanced evaluation of the flame behaviour during full-scale high-pressure combustion tests

with an optical probe to avoid windows. With these newly applied optical diagnostic tools an

improved evaluation of full-scale gas turbine combustors was enabled and new insights into

the complex processes of mixture formation and combustion behaviour were gained. Hence,

this thesis provides a vital step for further developing gas turbine combustion systems. Fur-

thermore, the Siemens combustion system design validation procedure is expected to become

more efficient and therefore faster and more cost-effective by increasing the content of infor-

mation gathered in a single test.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The theoretical background of the applied optical measurement techniques and the selected

experimental as well as numerical validation methods is introduced in chapter 2.

Main aspects of the practical realisation of the Tracer-LIF metrology are presented in chapter

3. The general experimental setup and the required supply facilities are described in detail and

specific aspects of the experiments performed at combustors from the SGT5-4000F and

SGT6-8000H gas turbine frames as well as the related results are presented. Furthermore,

results from the SGT5-4000F are compared to results from earlier applied intrusive measure-

ment techniques. In parallel with the optical measurements, selected cases were modelled in
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CFD with identical geometric and thermodynamic boundary conditions as in the experiments

to establish a common basis for the validation and calibration of the CFD. The comparison of

experimental data and simulation are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 deals with the application of chemiluminescence imaging at a full-scale high-pres-

sure combustion test rig. To minimise the impact of the measurement system on the experi-

ment, the optical access to the test rig was designed as a water-cooled endoscope. This optical

probe was successfully operated at experimental conditions with an absolute test rig pressure

of 9 bar and a flame temperature of approximately 1800 K. After a detailed description of the

experimental setup, exemplary test results are presented and discussed. The result discussion

is supported by statistical evaluations of various quantities derived from the recorded chemi-

luminescence images and conventionally measured quantities like emissions and pressure

amplitudes.

The thesis is concluded with a summary and outlook for future research in chapter 5.
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2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

The aim of the present study is to support the development of next generation heavy duty gas

turbines by improving the experimental evaluation methods for the gas turbine combustion

system. Generally, such experiments require test rigs, capable to represent relevant geometry

and thermodynamic boundary conditions of a real engine, and measurement techniques to

acquire the quantities of interest. In the area of combustion research typically measurements

of wall and gas-phase temperatures, species concentrations (e.g. the local fuel/air mixture or

exhaust gas composition) and flow properties (e.g. velocity vectors and turbulent fluctuation)

are of special interest. Widely used classical measurement approaches for these quantities are

thermocouples (temperatures), suction probes (species concentrations), and pitot tubes or hot-

wire anemometer (flow velocities). Details for the application of such techniques can be

found in the books by Saravanamuttoo [105] and Taylor [123]. However, physical probing

can easily perturb the complex heat and species transport in combustion processes and gener-

ally is limited in its spatial and temporal resolution [22].

In contrast to classical techniques based on physical probing, optical measurement techniques

allow the nonintrusive in-situ investigation of a system. Hence, they have become state-of-

the-art in a wide range of laboratory-scale experiments and are indispensable in modern com-

bustion research. Not least due to on-going advances in the development of robust and rea-

sonably priced light sources (particularly lasers) and detectors (e.g. photodiodes and cameras),

these techniques have also become attractive for industrial-scale applications such as gas tur-

bine combustors. Therefore, a specific task of the present study was to survey and select opti-

cal measurement techniques capable to support the combustion system validation process and

to qualify the selected techniques to become standard for the application in the industrial la-
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boratories of the Siemens AG Energy Sector. An important part of this qualification was the

comparison with data from validated, classical measurement techniques as well as from nu-

merical simulation tools. The principal fundamentals of optical measurement methods and

detailed descriptions of the finally selected techniques as well as the applied experimental and

numerical validation methods can be found in the following chapters.

2.2 Optical Measurement Techniques

Classical optical measurement approaches are long known and have been used for many dec-

ades now. Essential parts of today’s knowledge about the inner structure of atoms and mole-

cules were gained with the help of early absorption and emission spectroscopy techniques

[17]. Other prominent examples of early optical measurement techniques are interferometry,

pyrometry, and schlieren photography [115]. Later, with the commercial introduction of high

power-density monochromatic light sources, i.e. lasers, in the 1960s the capabilities of these

traditionally employed optical techniques were remarkably enhanced [22]. Moreover, in com-

bination with advances on the detection side (e.g., advanced diffraction gratings, photo-

multipliers and -diodes, CCD and CMOS detectors for scientific camera systems, and image

intensifiers) a wide and still growing number of various new measurement methods could be

developed [17].

However, most optical measurement techniques are finally based on the interaction of light1

and matter. Hence, the explanation of the underlying principles is closely linked to the quan-

tum mechanical description of the inner structure of atoms or molecules. In this view, an atom

consists of a nucleus in the centre surrounded by atomic orbitals representing the wave func-

tion, i.e. the probability density function, of one or a pair of electrons. The negatively charged

electrons are attracted by the positively charged nucleus. Hence, with increasing distance be-

tween an electron and the nucleus the average energy of the electrons increases. However, the

1 In this context light generally means electromagnetic radiation and is not limited to the range of wavelengths

that is visible to the human eye (“visible light”).  In modern concepts light is also described as photons, repre-

senting the elementary particles of the quantized electromagnetic field.
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energy difference between the shells can only take discrete values, described by the principal

quantum number, and equals integer multiples of hν, where h is the Planck constant and ν the

frequency of a photon. In addition to the different electronic energy levels of an atom, mole-

cules can have different vibrational and rotational energy states, with quantum numbers which

can also take zero and positive integer values.

In nature the quantised structure of atoms and small molecules e.g. appears as discrete spec-

tral lines after interaction with a photon. Due to the electron configuration, which is unique

for each individual species and thermal state, the distribution of the spectral lines is also spe-

cies-specific, comparable to a fingerprint. Each spectral line can additionally be assigned to

specific electronic, vibrational, and rotational transitions between defined lower and upper

energy states. From these dependencies additional information about an investigated species

can be derived, as the intensity and shape of spectral lines are depending on pressure, temper-

ature, and the species’ velocity (Doppler Effect). Making practical use of these relations is the

aim of optical measurement techniques. However, due to superposition of the spectral lines

originating from the many different possible energy levels, the spectra become more and more

congested with increasing molecular size. Hence, using smaller molecules is preferred for

optical diagnostics. Moreover, still today many aspects of the complex interactions of differ-

ent phenomena in quantum mechanics are not fully understood and are under on-going re-

search. For more information please refer to the books by Atkins [1], Haken and Wolf [41],

and Herzberg [45].

Nonetheless, today numerous optical measurement techniques are already commercially

available as complete systems and are frequently used in multiple fields of interest. Examples

are particle image velocimetry (PIV) [94,99], phase Doppler velocimetry (PDV, also called

phase Doppler anemometry, PDA) [56], laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV, also referred to as

laser Doppler anemometry, LDA) [127], classical absorption or tuneable diode laser absorp-

tion spectroscopy (TDLAS) [20,111], applications of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)

[23,43], and laser-induced incandescence (LII) [61,113]. Further widely used, but not out-of-

the-box available techniques are coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [21,121],

different setups based on Rayleigh-, Mie- and spontaneous Raman scattering [22], cavity ring

down spectroscopy (CRDS) [137], or resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI)

[135]. Less common techniques are, for example, filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) [7], Dop-

pler global velocimetry (DGV) [104,132], laser-2-focus (L2F) [6,48], gaseous image veloci-
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metry (GIV) [49], and degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) [18,100]. Finally, spectrally

resolved flame chemiluminescence measurements have again gained increased interest within

the last years, mainly due to its comparably simple and robust experimental setup.

Common basic selection criteria for optical measurement techniques are:

· Measured quantity

The different techniques can obviously be classified regarding the quantity to be

measured (e.g. temperature, species concentration, velocity, etc.).

· Qualitative and quantitative techniques

Another significant characteristic of a measurement technique is whether the quantity

is measured qualitatively, e.g. a relative distribution of a species concentration or tem-

perature, or quantitatively, e.g. absolute species concentration or temperature. Due to

the partially highly complex underlying principles and the dependency on many dif-

ferent parameters, the latter requires exact calibration and very well defined experi-

mental boundary conditions.

· Type of light/matter interaction

Optical measurement techniques can be based on different types of light-matter inter-

action. Simply said, these are basically absorption, emission, and scattering.

· Active and passive techniques

In this context, active means that the application of the measurement technique re-

quires excitation with a light source, i.e. a laser, which is the case for nearly all tech-

niques mentioned above. However, a special role is taken by the passive technique of

flame chemiluminescence spectroscopy, as the detected signal originates from elec-

tronically excited intermediate species which are produced during the chemical reac-

tion in the flame.

· Spatial resolution

Normally the probing volume is a small, almost spherical probe volume, a 2-D plane,

or the data is integrated along a line-of-sight. Examples for the first category are LDV,

PDV,  CARS,  or  L2F.  A  common  approach  to  extent  the  investigated  probe  region

with these techniques is to mount the laser and detection system on a traversing device

for scanning an area of interest. Prominent examples for the second category (2-D
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plane) are LIF, PIV, and Rayleigh-scattering. Here the measurement plane is usually

defined by a laser light sheet. If the detector is a camera and the measurement result is

an image the technique is called imaging technique. Some specific arrangements like

Stereo-/tomographic PIV or DGV also allow acquiring 3-D information in a plane.

Typical line-of-sight techniques are absorption spectroscopy or flame chemilumines-

cence measurements. The latter is also frequently applied as imaging method.

· Temporal resolution

On the one hand, the introduction of pulsed lasers enabled experimental setups with

extremely short investigation cycles (today down to the range of femtoseconds), capa-

ble to temporally “freeze” even very fast processes. On the other hand, the possible

sampling frequency greatly increased up to several 100 kHz within the last years al-

lowing real high-speed measurements.

A vast overview of laser diagnostics and spectroscopy techniques and the underlying princi-

pals is given in the books by Demtröder [17] and Eckbreth [22]. For a detailed discussion of

optical measurement techniques with respect to specific applications please refer to the publi-

cations by Wolfrum [135], Kohse-Höinghaus et al. [63,64], or Schulz et al. [112], for exam-

ple.

Based on an analysis of the Siemens combustion system validation procedure (cf. chapter 1.2)

it was decided to implement appropriate optical measurement techniques for the investigation

of the fuel/air mixing performance of full-scale GT combustors at atmospheric cold flow con-

ditions (Step 1 in Figure 1.4) and for the improved evaluation of the combustion behaviour of

full-scale GT combustors under realistic boundary conditions (Step 3 in Figure 1.4). Hence, a

detailed survey of the aforementioned optical measurement techniques and the relevant liter-

ature was performed. As the large scale of the investigated systems, the harsh experimental

boundary conditions, and the high reliability and reproducibility required by the Siemens val-

idation procedure already present a high hurdle it was decided to prefer mature and proven

techniques. With view on the high-pressure combustion tests another key requirement for the

selected technique was to minimise the potential impact on the experiment itself (e.g. by

avoiding large windows). Following these specifications two techniques were selected for the

application in this study: laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and flame chemiluminescence im-

aging. The application of the LIF technique was realised with acetone to tracer the fuel flow
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in a 2-D imaging setup. For flame chemiluminescence imaging the required optical access to

the high-pressure combustion test rig was provided by a specially designed water-cooled en-

doscope. A detailed introduction to the two selected techniques and the challenges that were

associated with their application to Siemens gas turbine combustors is given in the following

chapters.

2.2.1 Acetone Laser-Induced Fluorescence for Fuel/Air Mixture
Imaging

The underlying physical principles of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) are the absorption of a

photon (i.e. from the laser) and the subsequent emission of a photon. When the photon is

emitted on short time scales this emission is called fluorescence. On much longer time scales

when metastable electronic states are involved the photon emission is called phosphorescence.

Beside the spontaneous emission of a photon the excited species can also return to the equilib-

rium by transferring the excess of energy through non-radiative decay processes, i.e. colli-

sional quenching, internal conversion (IC) or intersystem crossing (ISC). Figure 2.1 shows the

absorption and possible deactivation processes of a typical organic molecule.

Figure 2.1: Jablonski diagram with photo physical processes of organic molecules
during excitation and deactivation [114]

A common approach utilising laser-induced fluorescence for non-intrusive measurements of

species concentration or temperature is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Light from a pulsed laser
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with high peak power is guided through the system of interest. Most commonly, the laser light

is formed into a thin planar sheet defining the investigated probe volume. The laser-induced

fluorescence is typically captured by a CCD camera oriented perpendicularly to the laser

sheet. The cameras are often combined with image intensifiers to enhance the recorded signal

levels or to allow short exposure times to suppress background luminosity.

Figure 2.2: Typical setup for laser-induced fluorescence imaging diagnostics [124]

First applications of LIF were already presented in 1977 by Epstein [23]. Since then LIF has

been demonstrated in a wide range of reacting and non-reacting systems. In the field of

heavy-duty gas turbine combustor development, for example, LIF was utilised by Krämer et

al. [68] and Düsing et al. [19].

For the investigation of flows that do not contain fluorescent species the flow can be

“marked” by adding a so-called tracer. A tracer is a fluorescent species with well-known pho-

to-physical properties, i.e. the LIF signal intensities should be directly proportional to the de-

sired quantity and should not be influenced by ambient conditions. Furthermore, for the appli-

cation to Siemens GT combustors the following requirements were specified:

· A high vapour pressure at low temperatures to allow straightforward seeding at high

levels

· An absorption spectrum accessible with standard high-pulse-energy lasers

· High fluorescence signal levels to achieve a satisfying signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

· Insensitivity to effects of collisional quenching, esp. oxygen

· Compatibility with air

· Low toxicity

· Low costs for seeding at high flow rates
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After a detailed survey of frequently used tracers finally acetone (CH3-CO-CH3) was identi-

fied as optimal tracer for the present study. In this context the comprehensive overview of

suitable tracers for LIF diagnostics by Schulz and Sick [114] and the included guideline for

selection was extremely helpful.

The investigation of acetone as tracer for LIF goes back to the initial work of Lozano et al.

[78]. The respective absorption spectrum for excitation from the ground state S0 to the first

excited singlet state S1 measured by Lozano is shown in Figure 2.3. It can be seen that acetone

is well accessible at wavelengths of commonly used lasers (KrF excimer laser at 248 nm (a),

Nd:YAG laser at 266 nm (b) and XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm (c), see [79]).

Figure 2.3: Acetone absorption spectrum corresponding to excitation from the ground
state S0 to the first excited singlet S1 [78]

Fluorescence spectra after excitation at 248 and 308 nm are shown in Figure 2.4. It can be

seen that the spectrum is shifted to longer wavelengths compared to the absorption spectrum

and the excitation wavelengths. This allows the installation of optical filters in front of a cam-

era lens suppressing stray light from the high power laser.
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Figure 2.4: Acetone absorption cross section and fluorescence spectra when excited
at 248 and 308 nm. The signal intensities are not proportional to each other [77]

A relevant feature for straightforward interpretation of LIF-signals is a linear correlation of

the tracer concentration and the fluorescence intensity. As can be seen in Figure 2.5 this re-

quirement is fulfilled for acetone.

Figure 2.5: Linearity of the acetone laser-induced fluorescence with respect to acetone
partial pressure [78]
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Furthermore, the LIF signal should ideally be proportional to the laser energy. The linear de-

pendence of the acetone fluorescence with laser energy for three relevant wavelengths is

shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Linearity of fluorescence with energy for three excitation wave wave-
lengths 248 nm (a), 266 nm (b), 308 nm (c). Each data point is the average of 400 fluo-
rescence pulses from a fixed pressure of acetone [126]

However, the fluorescence signals from nearly all known tracers show at least some depend-

ence on local temperature, pressure, and bath gas variation. For acetone these dependencies

were thoroughly studied by Thurber in [124] and [126] and were recently expanded by Löffler

[77]. The respective data for pressure, temperature and presence of oxygen is shown in Figure

2.7 and Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Pressure dependence and examination of the effect of O2 addition on the
fluorescence per acetone molecule for 308-nm excitation. Symbols represent data
points, and the dotted lines are results from a fluorescence yield model calculation.
The data are normalized to unity at atmospheric pressure [126]

Figure 2.8: Temperature dependence of fluorescence per unit laser energy per unit
mole fraction at atmospheric pressure, normalized to the value at room temperature
[124]
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2.2.2 Flame Chemiluminescence Imaging in Combustion Pro-
cesses

Broadly speaking, chemiluminescence is the emission of light from electronically excited

species2 produced in a chemical reaction. A prominent example is combustion where several

reactions are involved forming excited species as intermediates. Figure 2.9 shows the main

carbon reaction pathways for premixed combustion of methane in air as published by Najm et

al. [84]. The dominant reaction path is indicated by blue arrows and the electronically excited

intermediates are circled in red. The dashed lines indicate that the excited species OH*, CH*,

and CO2* are only produced in side paths with low integrated production rates below

10−6 moles/cm2s [84]. Nonetheless, the chemiluminescence emitted from premixed flames is

high enough to be visible for a human eye. For example, the characteristic blue colour of a

premixed methane/air flame is mainly caused by the CH* and C2* band emission.

Figure 2.9: Simplified reaction pathway of a premixed methane/air flame with main re-
action pathway (blue) and relevant excited species produced in side paths [84]

2 Throughout this thesis the electronically excited species will be indicated by an asterisk (*).  E.g., OH* denotes

the electronically excited variant of an OH radical.
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Figure 2.10 shows a representative chemiluminescence spectrum of a turbulent methane/air

flame recorded by Lauer [72] at atmospheric pressure. The spectral resolution of the spec-

trometer was 1 nm. One can clearly distinguish the emission bands from the most important

species OH* (two peaks from 270 to 325 nm), CH* (main peak around 430 nm), and C2*

(three peaks between 430 and 520 nm). As can be seen, the whole spectrum is superimposed

by CO2* broad-band emission from approximately 270 to 550 nm.
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Figure 2.10: Representative chemiluminescence spectrum of a turbulent methane/air
flame at atmospheric pressure [72]

In fact, spectroscopic investigations of the flame chemiluminescence for combustion research

were already established in the first half of the 20th century. Here especially the comprehen-

sive studies of atmospheric and lower pressure flames with different fuels and stoichiometry

from Gaydon [27] and Gaydon and Wolfhard [28,29] are worth mentioning. Around the same

time, Clark [13] and Clark and Bittker [14] published first investigations of the correlation of

chemiluminescence and integral heat release rate of laminar and turbulent flames at different

fuel flow rates and equivalence ratios. Basically, they already found decreasing chemilumi-

nescence intensities for both decreasing equivalence ratio and decreasing fuel flow rate at

constant equivalence ratios. For Reynolds numbers up to 6,000 no impact of the turbulence on

the chemiluminescence spectra was observed. However, the measured chemiluminescence

intensities for higher Reynolds numbers up to 18,000 were lower than predicted by linear ex-

trapolation of the measured data from the lower Reynolds-number range.

Since these early studies chemiluminescence measurements have become an important diag-

nostic tool in both fundamental and applied research [11]. Fundamental research especially
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benefited from the increased availability of instruments with high spectral resolution (i.e.,

spectrometers and camera detector systems) enabling the observation of chemiluminescence

spectra with resolved rotational lines [10]. In parallel the elementary reactions of important

chemiluminescent species were investigated in kinetic studies [8,57,67]. Additionally, the

dependence of chemiluminescence spectra on temperature, pressure [46,47], fuel composition

[86,97], stoichiometry [65,66], and turbulence as well as the correlation of certain species

with heat release [102,103] was the topic of multiple studies. These data also served as basis

for the development of spectral simulation tools. A widely used spectral simulation program

and database in this context is LIFBASE [81]. The progress in fundamental research also trig-

gered chemiluminescence measurements in the field of technical applications. Here experi-

mental investigations especially focus on measurements of the reaction zone [26,133], inte-

gral heat release rate [72], and stoichiometry as well as on thermo acoustic evaluations

[37,52,71]. This is often accompanied by chemiluminescence modelling for a variety of pur-

poses like determination of heat release rate correlations [59], equivalence ratio evaluations

[90], or general combustion diagnostics [58,88,130]. A comprehensive summary of different

chemiluminescence applications with respect to heavy-duty gas turbine combustors is given

in the recent publication by Güthe et al. [36]. Moreover, the comparably simple, cheap and

reliable setup for chemiluminescence measurements has recently led to a number of applica-

tions for control purposes in technical combustion systems, especially gas turbines [44,83,85]

and industrial furnaces [89,122].

The aforementioned examples show the diverseness of flame chemiluminescence measure-

ments with the accompanying variation of experimental realisations. Common setups include

spectrometers and cameras for spectrum measurements, photomultipliers and photo diodes

measuring the spectrally integrated chemiluminescence signal, typically combined with an

optical band-pass filter, or imaging methods with one or more intensified UV-sensitive cam-

era(s) with optical band-pass filter(s).

Generally, deducing qualitative information about the flame behaviour from chemilumines-

cence measurements is relatively straightforward. However, quantitative measurements re-

quire significantly higher effort and have to be taken with care. On the one hand, special chal-

lenges arise from the line-of-sight nature of chemiluminescence measurements leading to a

general loss of spatial information and, depending on the chosen detector setup, a significant

reduction of the OH* signal in the range of 308 nm due to absorption by OH [10]. On the oth-
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er hand, turbulence, flame strain and wrinkling strongly affect the local heat release distribu-

tion limiting the interpretation of the spatial chemiluminescence information, in particular for

imaging setups. Consequently, the feasibility of chemiluminescence measurements for scien-

tific combustion diagnostics has frequently been scrutinised and is still topic of on-going re-

search. Critical reviews of the aforementioned aspects and the resultant limitations for practi-

cal application purposes e.g. can be found in the works of Najm et al. [84], Haber [39], Nori

and Seitzman [87], Lauer [72] and Lauer and Sattelmayer [73]. Depending on the experi-

mental setup, additional image distortion may arise from beam steering as a consequence of

refractive index variations due to the inhomogeneous distribution of temperature and chemi-

cal composition in the investigated volume. This effect was investigated by Ertem et al. [24]

using large eddy simulations in combination with a ray tracing model.

2.3 Applied Validation Methods

The results from the fuel/air mixing measurements with 2-D tracer LIF will be compared with

results from the method that was previously used within the Siemens GT combustion system

validation process. This method uses a rake of suction probes mounted on a rotatable lance in

the centre of the burner to be investigated. The underlying principles and the experimental

setup of this classical intrusive probing technique will be introduced in chapter 2.3.1.

Currently steady RANS CFD is still the standard method for fuel/air mixture simulations at

the Siemens Energy Sector. However, the LIF-measurements will be used as reference data to

evaluate the feasibility and limitations of the RANS CFD approach. The basic fundamentals

of this approach will be introduced in chapter 2.3.2.

The chemiluminescence images will also be used for comparison to CFD simulations. For this

purpose, OH* and CH* reaction mechanisms were implemented in the CFD code and a spe-

cific post-processing tool generating line-of-sight images from the CFD simulations was de-

veloped. This tool and the used modelling approach for turbulent premixed combustion will

also be introduced in chapter 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Experimental Methods

The fuel/air mixing measurements within the Siemens GT burner validation procedure were

previously done using a suction probe rake mounted on a rotatable lance. This lance can be

installed in the centre of the pilot burner.

Suction probe

Pilot burner

Main burner

Suction probe

Pilot burner

Main burner

Suction probe

Air flow

Main burner
vane

Suction probe

Air flow

Main burner
vane

Figure 2.11: Experimental arrangement for suction probe measurements

Figure  2.11  shows  the  experimental  setup  for  the  suction  probe  measurements.  On  the  left

hand side one can see the cross-section of a GT burner with the installed suction probe rake.

The principal sketch on the right hand side shows the arrangement of the suction probe rela-

tive to the main burner flow path. It can be seen that the combustor air enters the main burner

and is swirled by the vanes. The fuel is typically injected through holes integrated in the burn-

er vanes. The suction probe is located downstream of the vanes and measures the swirled

fuel/air mixture. The angle of the single suction probe tubes relative to the burner axis and the

mass flow of the suction probes are adjusted to meet isokinetic probing conditions, i.e. the

angle and velocity matches the flow conditions at the measurement plane.

The suction probe measurements are done at atmospheric cold flow conditions in a full-scale

single-burner test rig (see Figure 2.12). For testing air is sucked through the rig using a liquid

ring pump located far downstream of the test rig outlet. The fuel is replaced by compressed

air doped with a known concentration of propane (typically in the range of 150 ppm). With

the suction probes the propane/air mixture is extracted out of the test rig and led to a set of

flame ionisation detectors (FID). The FIDs measure the individual propane concentration of

every suction probe tube so that the local fuel/air mixture can be calculated. However, due to
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the distance between suction probe and the FIDs, one has to wait for 30 s till a measured mix-

ture arrives at the FID. Then, the propane concentration is measured for 20 s and averaged

afterwards.

Figure 2.12: Pictures of the test rig (left) and the suction probe rake mounted to a
burner (right)

To increase the spatial fuel concentration information, two different probing rakes with 6

tubes each can be used sequentially, resulting in a total number of 12 radial tube positions.

These positions are chosen in a way that the total area of the investigated burner exit plane is

divided into 12 planes of the same area. With each probing rake the lance is rotated in steps of

3° from 0° to 180° and in steps of 6° from 186° to 354°. This results in 90 different circum-

ferential probe positions and a total number of 1080 measurement points covering the com-

plete main burner outlet. However, a finer spatial resolution is principally possible with the

current setup, but is typically not realised due to time reasons.

Typical results from a suction probe measurement are shown in Figure 2.13. The results are

normalised to a mean value of 1. The left hand side shows the relative fuel concentration for 6

different radial positions over the circumferential position. It can be seen that the concentra-

tion strongly fluctuates around the mean value. This is mainly caused by the single vanes of

the main burner. The right hand side shows a 2-D contour plot of the relative fuel concentra-

tion. Here one can also identify the same trends as in the concentration profile. Moreover, the

contour plots are especially useful to quickly identify regions with worse fuel/air mixture.
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Figure 2.13: Typical results from a suction probe measurement. Left hand side: Rela-
tive fuel concentration for each radial position over the circumferential position. Right
hand side: 2-D contour plot of the relative fuel concentration.

Additional information such as the circumferentially or radially averaged fuel distribution or

the standard deviation between the different circumferential or radial probe positions is used

for the evaluation and can be calculated from the suction probe data. Figure 2.14 shows a typ-

ical circumferentially averaged radial fuel concentration profile as well as the circumferential

standard deviation of the relative fuel concentration plotted over the relative channel height of

the main burner. From past experience it is known that especially the radial fuel distribution

has a significant impact on the thermo-acoustic behaviour of the burner.
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Figure 2.14: Typical radial concentration profile and standard deviation plotted over
the main burner flow channel height
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Advantages of the suction probe measurements are the robust and comparably simple experi-

mental setup, the good reproducibly and repeatability of the measurements, and the long ex-

perience with this technique at the Siemens flow lab. However, major limitations of the suc-

tion probe method are the missing information about temporal fluctuations of the fuel/air mix-

ture, the flow disturbing probe, the comparably long time required for a measurement, and the

restriction that to date only the main burner of the Hybrid burner can be investigated. Fur-

thermore, previous comparisons of suction probe measurement results and numerical mixing

simulations did not show a good agreement, so that the accuracy of both the experiment and

the simulation were frequently questioned. The LIF experiments in this study should help to

overcome some of these limitations and to improve the agreement of experiment and simula-

tion.

2.3.2 Numerical Methods

Numerical methods predicting turbulent flow and/or combustion properties are playing an

increasingly important role in the development of combustion systems. One of the main tasks

in this context is solving the Navier-Stokes equations with the help of computational fluid

dynamics (CFD). The basic procedure for CFD is the definition of the physical domain of the

problem by a CAD model,  the discretisation of the domain volume into cells (meshing), the

definition of the fluid properties at the inlet and outlet of the model boundaries, and, if neces-

sary, the initial starting conditions. Then the simulation is started and the equations are solved

iteratively. In CFD generally three levels of computation may be distinguished:

· Direct numerical simulations (DNS) “simply” solve the Navier-Stokes equations. In

this approach all turbulence scales down to the Kolmogorov scale are resolved. This

naturally requires a correspondingly high grid and time resolution resulting in a very

high computational effort. Hence, DNS is currently limited to academic problems.

· In large-eddy simulations (LES) a filtered version of the Navier-Stokes equations is

solved. With this approach only the large turbulent scales are resolved whereas small-

er scales are modelled. This results in a less demanding grid resolution and less com-

putational effort as for DNS. Additionally, on-going advances in computing lead to in-

creasing computer performance and decreasing costs for computational time. There-

fore, LES becomes more and more attractive for industrial applications.
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· For Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations an averaged version of

the Navier-Stokes equations is solved. Here all turbulent scales are modelled. The re-

quirements regarding grid and time resolution are comparatively low so that typical

RANS simulations can be performed on conventional workstation computers. Hence,

RANS simulations today are still state-of-the-art for a wide range of industrial applica-

tions.

Figure  2.15  shows  a  turbulent  simulation  of  an  arbitrary  quantity  versus  time  for  the  three

computation approaches. With DNS all time variations of the quantity would be captured.

Using LES would only predict the low-frequency variations of the quantity. The RANS simu-

lation would predict the constant mean value of the quantity. For more detailed information

on the general modelling approaches please refer to pertinent literature like the books by Pope

[96] or Poinsot and Veynante [95].

Time

Quantity

LES

RANS

DNS

Figure 2.15: Qualitative comparison of the DNS, LES and RANS approach for a turbu-
lent simulation of an arbitrary quantity [95]

Another modelling method that was developed in the late 1990s is detached-eddy simula-

tions (DES).  DES  may  be  described  as  a  hybrid  RANS/LES  approach  in  which  the  model

uses LES in regions far from solid boundaries while treating near-wall regions with a RANS

type model. Due to this simplification, the grid resolution for DES is not as demanding as for

LES so that the computational effort is significantly decreased. Hence, it is assumed that DES

has potential to replace RANS simulations in the short-to-medium term. First reviews of DES

hybrid models can be found in the publications by Cabot and Moin [12] or Piomelli and

Balaras [93].
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However, for modelling the not directly solved turbulent scales all approaches except DNS

require additional equations. Here also multiple approaches are established and can be select-

ed depending on the individual type of problem. Commonly used turbulence closure models

are the two-equation approaches k-ε, the k-ω and the shear stress strain (SST) model. Fur-

thermore, the explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model (EARSM), which is basically an exten-

sion of the standard two-equation models, is frequently used. A detailed discussion of these

models is given in [96], for example.

However, due to the nature of numerical modelling, the simulations have a limited accuracy

and multiple error sources. Typical errors in CFD simulations may originate from general

model errors, especially for turbulence and combustion, and from numerical errors such as

spatial and temporal discretisation, round-off, and iteration. Hence, CFD simulations should

be validated regularly.

Within the present study the following two specific simulation tasks were of interest:

· Fuel/air mixing simulations at Siemens are typically carried out with a steady RANS

approach. The simulations usually do not include the chemical reaction of the fuel/air

mixture. As this approach has limitations especially for highly turbulent flows, a de-

tailed  validation  with  LIF  measurements  is  done  in  scope  of  this  thesis.  In  a  future

study, the LIF data will also serve as benchmark to evaluate the accuracy and effort of

DES and LES compared to the standard RANS approach.

· Turbulent premixed combustion simulations at Siemens are also typically per-

formed using the RANS approach. The modelling of the fuel/air reaction is based on

the widely accepted GRI 3.0 mechanism [117]. To allow for a better comparison of

CFD simulations and chemiluminescence images recorded in scope of this study, Görs

[30] added the OH* and CH* formation and consumption reactions as suggested by

Kojima et al. [66]. Furthermore, Görs developed a line-of-sight post-processor based

on the commercial ray tracing tool POV-Ray to simulate relevant effects like the line-

of-sight signal integration, light fading, and absorption.
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2.4 Conclusions

The preceding chapter started with a brief introduction to optical measurement techniques

typically applied in the field of combustion research. Afterwards, the fundamentals of LIF and

chemiluminescence imaging were discussed in more detail, because the LIF imaging tech-

nique is used for the investigation of fuel/air mixing in a full-scale atmospheric-pressure cold

flow test rig and the chemiluminescence imaging is applied at a full-scale high-pressure com-

bustion test rig in the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, the experimental setup of a previously

used physical probing technique was introduced, because results derived with this technique

will be compared with results derived from the LIF experiments later in chapter 3.3.5. Finally,

numerical methods for fuel/air mixing and turbulent combustion applied at the Siemens Ener-

gy  Sector  were  briefly  discussed,  as  they  will  be  used  for  a  comparison  with  the  measured

fuel/air mixing and chemiluminescence images in following chapters.
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3 Acetone-LIF Imaging Applied to
Gas Turbine Combustors

3.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the application of acetone tracer-LIF measurements at different full-scale

Siemens gas turbine combustors with the goal to investigate their fuel/air mixing behaviour.

First of all, general aspects like the lab facilities, the scaling approach for atmospheric cold

flow conditions, the optical setup, and the image post-processing procedure are introduced.

As the measurements were conducted at different burner types from two different gas turbine

versions (SGT5-4000F and SGT6-8000H), the engine-specific details of the experimental

setup, the testing procedure, as well as exemplary test results and their interpretation are pre-

sented in separate sub-chapters. Additionally, LIF measurement results from the SGT5-4000F

burner are compared to results from suction probe measurements and steady RANS CFD

simulations.

3.2 Experimental Method

The presented tracer LIF experiments were performed in suction operation mode at atmos-

pheric pressure and without air preheating. The approach for the required scaling from engine

to atmospheric cold flow conditions is described in chapter 3.2.1. The experimental setup was

located in the Siemens flow lab shown in Figure 3.1. Its main components were two full-scale

optical test rigs for SGT5-4000F and SGT6-8000H combustors, the tracer gas supply facility,

the air supply line, a data acquisition system, the excimer laser, and required optical elements

like different lenses and mirrors installed on a traverse unit. Due to the location of the exper-
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imental setup in this factory building with different working areas, the area was enclosed with

steel plates and certified laser safety curtains to minimise potential risks for uninvolved peo-

ple e.g. by laser radiation. Additionally, the laser beam path was encapsulated as far as possi-

ble already inside the enclosed area. Furthermore, sufficient measures to ensure a safe opera-

tion of the tracer gas supply facility in terms of fire/explosion safety were taken.

Tracer gas
supply facility

SGT6-8000H
test rig

SGT5-4000F
test rig

Data acquisition

Excimer
laser

Air supply line

Traverse
unit

Figure 3.1: Tracer-LIF setup in the Siemens flow lab in Mülheim

The test rigs shown in Figure 3.1 mimic relevant engine geometry and provide optical access

to the combustion chambers. As LIF experiments were carried out at burners from the SGT5-

4000F engine and the SGT6-8000H engine, two separate test rigs were used. A detailed de-

scription of the rigs is given in chapter 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, respectively. The selected tracer for

the LIF measurements was acetone mixed in nitrogen as carrier gas. To provide sufficiently

high mass flows of tracer gas with a defined mixture of acetone and nitrogen the tracer gas

mixing facility was developed and installed. This facility is described in chapter 3.2.2, also

including a brief description of the general lab supply facilities. The excimer laser provided

the light required to induce the acetone fluorescence. The additional optical elements for light
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sheet generation, laser beam energy recording, etc. were installed on a traverse unit to allow

measuring the fuel/air mixing at different locations and at different test rigs without modify-

ing the optical setup. This setup is presented in chapter 3.2.3. Finally, the post-processing

procedure for the recorded LIF images is described in chapter 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Flow Boundary Conditions and Scaling Approach

To evaluate the flow behaviour of combustor hardware at real engine conditions based on data

from experiments performed at atmospheric cold flow conditions, it is necessary to consider

some rules of similarity and scaling when defining the flow boundary conditions for the ex-

periment.

Scaling factor for the air mass flow

According to Aurel Stodola’s early studies [118] one of the most important similarity parame-

ters for the characterisation of a turbine is the relative pressure drop Δp/p. Hence, this parame-

ter is kept constant while scaling the air flow for the experimental boundary conditions. This

leads to

GT

GT

exp

exp

p
p

p
p D

=
D

Equation 3.1

where the index exp represents the thermodynamic boundary conditions of the experiment and

GT represent real gas turbine conditions. Generally, the pressure drop for incompressible flu-

ids is determined as:

p
v

p
p

2

2r
×z=

D
Equation 3.2

ζ is the friction factor, ρ is  the  fluid  density,  and v is the fluid velocity. The assumption of

incompressibility is valid for compressible fluids for Mach numbers < 0.3.

Substituting v and ρ in Equation 3.2 by

A
mv
r

=
&

     and RT
p

=r Equation 3.3
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and inserting the result in Equation 3.1 leads to

2
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2
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2
exp

2
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22 Ap
TRm
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TRm && zz

= Equation 3.4

Here, m&  denotes the mass flow, R the specific gas constant, T the temperature in K and A the

effective area. For air, R and A are identical for experimental and gas turbine conditions. Fur-

thermore, ζ does not significantly change, as long as the flow is fully turbulent (Ret >> 104).

Consequently, Equation 3.4 can be reduced to
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2
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p
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p
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= Equation 3.5

This equation may be re-arranged to

exp

GT

GT

exp
GTexp T

T
p
p

mm ××= && Equation 3.6

Besides constant Δp/p also the Mach-number stays constant while scaling. On the other hand,

the Reynolds-number significantly decreases for the experimental cold flow conditions. But,

as long as the flow is still fully turbulent (Re > 105) this is expected to only have a minor im-

pact on the similarity of experiment and real engine. Moreover, the bulk air flow velocity at

the experiment decreases. This has to be considered if time delays should be measured, for

example.

Scaling factor for the tracer gas mass flow

For the tracer LIF experiments the fuel has to be replaced by the tracer gas, a mixture of ace-

tone as fluorescent marker and nitrogen as carrier gas. The natural gas fuel injection at the

investigated gas turbine combustors is based on the jet in cross-flow concept. This means that

the fuel is injected through multiple small fuel nozzles arranged perpendicular to the main air

flow. According to Cox [15] and Holdeman [51], the most decisive design parameter for this

injection concept is the penetration depth of the fuel into the air flow. The fuel penetration
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depth mainly depends on the fuel/air momentum flux ratio J. Hence, for the calculation of

tracer mass flow in the experiment the following scaling rule is defined:

GTexp JJ = Equation 3.7

For jet in cross-flow configurations, J can be expressed as

2

2
00

¥¥ ×r
×r

=
v
vJ Equation 3.8

with ∞ indicating the jet flow (typically fuel) and 0 indicating the main flow (typically air).

As the tracer gas has a different density as natural gas, the following requirement is derived

by combining equation 3.7 and 3.8:

2
fuelfuel

2
tracertracer vv ×r=×r Equation 3.9

By using Equation 3.3 the velocities of jet and main flow can be substituted. After transposing

the equation and square root extraction this leads to Equation 3.10, which is valid for engine

conditions:

tracer

fuel
fueltracer R

Rmm ×= && Equation 3.10

For the additional scaling to atmospheric cold flow conditions the same scaling approach as

for the air is applied. This results in:

exptracer,exptracer,

GTfuel,GTfuel,

GT

exp
GTfuel,exptracer, RT

RT
p
p

mm ××= && Equation 3.11

A possible separation of the marker substance (propane or acetone) and the carrier gas (com-

pressed air or nitrogen) in the tracer due to different transport properties of the two species

may not be important for the described practical applications since the relevant mixing pro-

cesses in the investigated gas turbine combustors are not diffusion-controlled.
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3.2.2 Flow Lab and Supply Facilities

The Siemens flow lab is located in a workshop hall at the Siemens factory site in Mülheim. In

this lab compressed air, nitrogen, and cooling water are available in sufficient scale. Addi-

tionally, depending on the selected blower and air supply line configuration, air mass flows up

to 3.5 kg/s in pressure or suction operation mode can be provided.

As described earlier, the tracer LIF experiments required sufficiently high mass flows of trac-

er gas with a defined mixture of acetone as fluorescent substance and nitrogen as carrier gas.

The acetone concentration in the tracer gas correlates linearly with the measured fluorescence

intensity. Hence, it is very important to ensure a high accuracy and reproducibility of the ace-

tone dosing and its mixing with the carrier gas. To fulfil these requirements, a special tracer

gas supply facility was designed and commissioned at the flow lab. Figure 3.2 shows a sketch

of this supply facility. The main components of the facility were:

· The nitrogen supply line with a N2 pre-heater and temperature, pressure and mass flow

controllers (red).

· The acetone reservoir, pump and mass flow control unit (purple).

· The acetone evaporation unit with heat exchanger and steam generator (dark blue).

· And the static mixer followed by three burner supply lines (green).

The nitrogen was stored outside the lab in high-pressure bundles. The electrical pre-heater in

the nitrogen line had an electrical power of 9 kW and was used to avoid acetone condensation

in the tracer gas mixture as consequence of low nitrogen temperatures due to the expansion of

the nitrogen out of the high pressure bundles. The nitrogen mass flow was controlled by a

Bronkhorst mass flow controller (MFC). The acetone was stored in a reservoir directly in the

supply facility and pumped by a mass flow controlled pump into the heat exchanger for evap-

oration. The heat exchanger was fed by 160°C hot steam coming from a steam generator, also

with 9 kW electrical power, operated within a closed water cycle. After evaporation acetone

and nitrogen were mixed in a static mixer ensuring a homogeneously mixed tracer gas. Af-

terwards, the mixture was split on up to three lines with separate Coriolis mass flow meters

and pressure valves to adjust the split between the three lines. The lines were directly con-

nected to different burner fuel stages.
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N2 Coriolis
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N2 pre-
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Coriolis meter

Water reservoir
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the tracer gas supply facility

The three burner supply lines were optimized for different mass flow regions to stay within

the defined mass flow measurement accuracy of ±1% for each mass flow range. The respec-

tive mass flow ranges for each line were:

· Low mass flow range: 1–15 g/s

· Intermediate mass flow range: 3–45 g/s

· High mass flow range: 20–80 g/s

All mass flows were measured with Coriolis mass flow meters to guarantee a sufficiently high

measurement accuracy independent from the flow medium temperature, pressure and density

(e.g., for varying acetone concentration). The mass flow, temperature, and pressure measure-

ment devices were connected to a Delphin module converting the signals for the data acquisi-

tion system. A detailed piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID), the respective list of the

individual components indicated in the P&ID, and technical drawings of the supply facility

can be found in Appendix A.
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3.2.3 Optical Setup

Basically, the optical setup for the LIF experiment consisted of the XeCl excimer laser, an

online energy monitor, a beam homogeniser, and mirrors and lenses. Some of the optical ele-

ments were installed on an x-z-traverse unit with the aim of moving the laser sheet in horizon-

tal and vertical direction. Figure 3.3 shows the details of the optical setup.

a

d
c

b

f

e

i
h

g

j

k

x

z

l

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the optical setup for the LIF measurements

a. Lambda Physik EMG EST 150 pulsed XeCl excimer laser

b. Mirror

c. Cylindrical quartz lens, f = 150 mm

d. Cylindrical quartz lens, f = −50 mm

e. Mirror

f. Mirror (fixed at constant z-level)

g. Mirror

h. Online energy monitor

i. BLZ beam homogenizer including sheet-forming optics

j. Spherical Fourier quartz lens, f = 1000 mm

k. Traverse unit to move the laser sheet along the x- and z-axis in steps of 1 mm

l. Laser sheet, approx. 130 mm high and 1 mm thick
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The XeCl excimer laser (a) produced a pulsed beam with 308 nm wavelength. The beam di-

mension was 30 mm in vertical direction and 10 mm in horizontal direction. The first mirror

(b) deflected the beam by 90° to the cylindrical lenses (c) and (d). Lens (c) was a cylindrical

lens with a focal length of 150 mm and was required for converging the beam in vertical di-

rection. The second lens (d) was also a cylindrical lens, but with a focal length of −50 mm to

parallelise the beam again. This resulted in a beam shape of 10 mm in vertical and horizontal

direction, which was essential for passing the apertures of the energy monitor and the beam

homogeniser, respectively. Next, the beam direction was deflected three times by the mirrors

(e), (f) and (g). Mirror (f) was fixed on an x-z-positioning table (= traverse unit) at a constant

z-level and could only be moved in x-direction, whereas mirror (g) and the subsequent com-

ponents (h) to (j) could be moved in x- and z-direction. For accurate measurements at different

measurement planes it was extremely important to adjust the beam path between mirrors (e)

and (f) and between the mirrors (f) and (g) exactly parallel to the x- and z-arms of the traverse

unit. The energy monitor (h) extracted a small portion of the beam and measured the respec-

tive laser energy for every single laser pulse with a photo-diode. This laser energy value was

required for the post-processing to normalise all recorded images to the same reference laser

energy value. The beam homogeniser (i) was used to compensate spatial fluctuations of the

laser energy distribution in the laser beam and, furthermore, to expand the laser beam to a

sheet. For details of the working principle of the beam homogeniser please refer to [92]. Fi-

nally,  a  spherical  Fourier  lens  (j)  with  a  focal  length  of  1000 mm was  used  to  optimise  the

laser sheet divergence and thickness for the distance where the measurements were done. All

mirrors were specially coated for 308 nm and all lenses were made of fused silica.

The optical setup was completed by an Intensified CCD-camera system from LaVision

GmbH. As the location of the camera system and the selected camera lens were different for

the SGT5-4000F and the SGT6-8000H setups, they are described in chapter 3.3 and 3.4, re-

spectively.
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3.2.4 Image Recording and Post-Processing Procedure

The image post-processing procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Set of raw
single images

Laser-shot
energy

correction

Blacken and
sum

upper/lower
image

Subtract
background

Normalize 2-D
Laser energy
distribution

Apply mask

Normalize LIF
intensity scale

Divide

Calculate
averaged and
RMS images

Set of single
images

(typically 200)

Subtract

Add

Single shot
video

(e.g. AVI)

Image
(JPG/BMP/PNG/TIFF)

or ASCII (TXT)

Export

Export

Add

Averaged image

Lower half
of the
burner

Upper half
of the
burner

Figure 3.4: LIF image post-processing procedure
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During the LIF experiments for each measurement point a set of so-called “single images”

was recorded. A typical number of single images for one measurement point was 200, which

is statistically high enough for the calculation of meaningful averaged images and the tem-

poral standard deviation. The single images were recorded with a frequency of 4 images per

second and a camera exposure time of 5 μs to capture the full amount of emitted fluorescence.

However, the duration of fluorescence-signal emission was an order of magnitude shorter so

that a single image temporally “froze” the local tracer concentration.

The first step in image post-processing was to normalize the single images to an identical la-

ser energy reference value by using the laser energy as recorded for each single image by the

online energy monitor.

As mentioned before, the upper and lower half of the burner outlet was recorded sequentially,

since the burner outlet area was too big to be covered by a single laser sheet. Therefore, in the

next step the lower half of the upper images and the upper half of the lower images were set

to zero and afterwards added to obtain the full 360° images.

The next steps were the subtraction of an averaged background image and the correction of

the 2-D laser energy distribution profile. For this purpose, additional sets of the background

and the 2-D laser-energy distribution were recorded for each test configuration. The back-

ground images were recorded with the laser switched on, but without tracer gas fed through

the supply lines. The 2-D laser-energy distribution was recorded with the laser switched on

and with a homogeneous tracer gas filling inside the test rig. To avoid an explosive ace-

tone/air mixture, the test rig was always flushed with pure nitrogen before filling it with tracer

gas. The 2-D laser image was masked to only show the area of interest and normalized to a

mean value of 1 so that the LIF mixture image intensity in the single images of the recorded

measurement points was not changed. Furthermore, the 2-D laser energy distribution image

was corrected in terms of laser-light absorption across the measurement plane by using a mac-

ro based on the law of Lambert-Beer. Figure 3.5 shows a typical post-processed image of the

background (left) and the 2-D laser-energy distribution (right).
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Figure 3.5: Typical background image (left) and normalised 2-D laser-energy distribu-
tion image (right)

After the background subtraction and energy distribution correction, a mask was added to the

fuel/air mixing images to set everything else than the area of interest to zero (= black).

Additionally, the global average LIF-intensity for each averaged image was calculated to

normalise the LIF-intensity to an intensity scale where 1 means perfectly mixed (green), val-

ues < 1 are fuel-lean (blue to black) and values > 1 are fuel-rich (yellow over red to white).

For selected cases additional information was derived from the images after finishing the

above described post-processing procedure. In particular, the circumferentially as well as ra-

dially averaged fuel concentration profiles (as already used for the suction probe measurement

investigations), histogram plots of the intensity distribution, and the global standard deviation

of the measured concentrations were calculated to allow for a more detailed investigation of

the fuel profiles.

The Image recording and post-processing in this study was performed with the LaVision

software “DaVis”, version 7.2. This software included most of the post-processing steps as

macros, allowed batch processing, and featured numerous standard formats for the export of

images or videos.

3.3 Setup and Results for the SGT5-4000F Combustor

This chapter focuses on the LIF experiments conducted at Siemens SGT5-4000F combustors.

The SGT5-4000F engine was introduced in 1996 and is equipped with the characteristic annu-

lar combustion chamber with 24 so-called Hybrid burners. The Hybrid burner is a swirl-
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stabilised lean premixed combustion system with a central pilot burner. The first Hybrid

burner version was equipped with a small  diffusion pilot  to combine the advantages of lean

premixed flames (low NOx) and diffusion flames (stable combustion) and to extend the oper-

ating range of premixed combustion to leaner part load conditions [120].

Afterwards, frequent evolutionary design improvements of the combustion system were re-

leased to meet the continuously changing market requirements. Major evolution steps were

the introduction of the cooling-air reduced combustion chamber (CAR) with impingement-

cooled ceramic heat shields in 2005, a premixed pilot (PMP) in 2006, and an aerodynamic

premix burner optimisation in 2007 [62]. The base power output at ISO conditions from the

latest SGT5-4000F version is 295 MW with a pressure ratio of 18.8 and a gross efficiency of

40%. The latest burner design evolution as used in this engine version was defined as baseline

variant for the presented LIF experiments. Additionally, different prototype Hybrid burner

variants were investigated to evaluate their potential for future engine applications.

Main
swirler

Main fuel gas
supply

Pilot
swirlerPilot oil

nozzle

Main oil
nozzle

CBO
Combustion air

Fuel

Figure 3.6: Principal sketch of the Hybrid burner design [62]

Figure 3.6 shows a principal sketch of the Hybrid burner design on the example of a dual fuel

version for natural gas and oil operation. The main parts of the burner are the main stage with

natural gas and oil nozzles (yellow and red), the natural gas pilot (green), the pilot oil nozzle

(red), and the Cylindrical Burner Outlet (CBO, blue). A burner without CBO is called NBO

burner. The main and pilot fuel gas is injected through holes in the swirler vanes (black ar-

rows). Some of the investigated prototype burner variants were equipped with an additional

second natural gas stage in the main burner (yellow) where the split between these two stages

allowed an additional variation of the fuel/air mixture. In the following the respective main
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stages will be referred to as “A” and “B” and the pilot stage as “P”. The A-, B-, and P-stage

were connected to the three supply lines coming from the tracer gas supply facility so that

arbitrary fuel splits between the different stages could be set.

More details of the SGT5-4000F experimental setup and the test rig are introduced in chapter

3.3.1. Afterwards, the testing procedure is described in chapter 3.3.2. Exemplary test results

are presented and discussed in chapter 3.3.3. Finally, the selected results are compared to test

results from suction probe measurements (chapter 3.3.4) and steady RANS CFD simulations

(chapter 3.3.5).

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

For the acetone LIF measurements different design variants of the Hybrid burner were in-

stalled in a full-scale single burner cold flow mixing test rig (see Figure 3.7). This test rig was

completely made of acrylic glass and mimicked important features of the geometry of a

SGT5-4000F engine, e.g. the 180° flow turn from the air inlet to the burner. A relevant sim-

plification compared to the real engine (besides the single-burner setup) was the cylindrical

flow channel downstream of the burner outlet.

Hybrid burner

Air plenum
Air inlet

Air outlet Measurement
plane

Figure 3.7: SGT5-4000F single burner mixing test rig
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Because standard acrylic glass is not transparent in the wavelength range required for the la-

ser-induced excitation of acetone (here: 308 nm), the cylindrical flow channel downstream of

the burner had to be replaced by a similar cylinder made of a UV transparent material. A

standard material widely used for this purpose is quartz glass. However, the manufacturing of

a cylinder with a required diameter in the range of 300 mm is challenging and expensive.

Consequently, the feasibility of different other materials was investigated prior to the test rig

modification. In this context, a special UV-transparent acrylic glass, which was originally

developed for medical and tanning bed industry applications, was investigated. Laboratory

tests showed that at atmospheric conditions the selected tracer (acetone) evaporates faster than

it would take to seriously harm the surface of the selected material. Further advantages of this

material were its ability to be machined into complex geometries and its comparatively low

price. Hence, the UV-transparent acrylic glass was finally selected for the application in frame

of the present study. For more details of the material’s properties like transmission spectra

please refer to Appendix C.

UV Excimer-Laser

x

z

Laser light sheet

4000F test rig

Traverse table

Hybrid burner

Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for the investigation of SGT5-4000F combustors

For the LIF experiment the excimer laser and the traverse unit with the laser light sheet-

generating optics were positioned next to the modified test rig (see Figure 3.8). By using the

traverse unit the laser light sheet could be moved to different axial positions perpendicular to

the burner outlet plane.
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The acetone fluorescence signal was recorded with a LaVision Imager Intense CCD-camera

with UV-sensitive LaVision IRO image intensifier and a 100 mm EADS Cerco UV lens with

an f-number of 2.8. The camera system was fixed on a stable aluminium rack located behind

the downstream plenum of the test rig. The viewing direction was against the flow direction

towards the burner outlet perpendicular on the laser sheet plane.

3.3.2 Testing Procedure

The LIF experiments were performed at flow boundary conditions scaled from real engine

conditions. Figure 3.9 shows a matrix of the investigated boundary conditions, normalised to

the reference conditions at 100% GT load, also referred to as base load (red ball).

Figure 3.9: Matrix of investigated boundary conditions during the LIF experiments

As can be seen, the fuel and air mass were varied to simulate a real engine loading curve

(black balls). Furthermore, the A/B split of the main stage (green) and the overall pilot stage

split (blue) were varied at base load reference conditions.

The test procedure was repeated for seven Hybrid burner variants including different fuel gas

hole patterns, main air flow-conditioning devices, and pilot/main burner combinations. The
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selection of these burner combinations was aligned with high pressure combustion tests with

the aim to compare results from “classical” emission and dynamic pressure measurements

with the measured mixing characteristics. One burner configuration was furthermore selected

for a detailed comparison with CFD simulations. For this purpose the three different A/B fuel

stage splits at 100% load (green and red balls) were additionally measured at five different

axial positions to compare the data at different mixing lengths.

3.3.3 Results and Analysis

In this section exemplary LIF mixing measurement results are presented. This includes details

of a selected reference case in form of post-processed images, histograms of the relative fuel

concentration, and radial and circumferential fuel profiles derived from the images. Addition-

ally, the mixing fields at different flow boundary conditions and from a NBO burner, an iden-

tical burner with CBO and a modified CBO burner are compared. The respective measure-

ment planes for the NBO and the CBO burners can be seen in Figure 3.10.

NBO burner
measurement plane

CBO burner
measurement plane

Figure 3.10: Location of LIF measurement planes for NBO (left) and CBO (right) burner
configurations

Figure 3.11 shows typical examples of post-processed single images of the NBO burner vari-

ant at base load reference conditions. All images presented in this section are looking against

the flow direction. It can be seen that the mixture field in the pilot region is comparatively

homogeneous and does not significantly change from image to image. The premix burner

region, on the other hand, shows a temporally less stable mixing field which has also a wider
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range of mixture quality. Especially towards the outer radius, the spread between fuel-rich

and fuel-lean regions increases due to the decreasing relative fuel penetration depth caused by

the increasing distance between the vanes from inner to outer radius. Additionally, a tendency

to a fuel-rich and a fuel-lean ring may be estimated in the region between the main and pilot

burner.
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Figure 3.11: Typical single images of the NBO burner variant at base load reference
conditions

However, for the comparison of different mixture fields, e.g. from different hardware variants

or boundary conditions, averaged images calculated from a set of single images are more fea-

sible. Since averaged images lose all temporal information, images of the temporal standard

deviation (STD) can be calculated, additionally. The lower the value in the STD image, the

lower is the variation in the set of single images at the corresponding location. Hence, the

STD images can be interpreted as a 2-D distribution of the temporal mixture fluctuations.

Figure 3.12 shows the averaged (left hand side) and STD image (right hand side) for the NBO

burner base load reference case. In the averaged image one can see that the pilot region is

quite well mixed. In the premix burner region again the circumferentially periodical change of

fuel-rich and fuel-lean regions between the single vanes can be seen. Additionally, a fuel-lean

ring surrounding the pilot cone followed by a fuel-rich ring can be seen. The lean ring close to

the pilot cone could most probably be explained by the improved mixing in the shear layer

between the pilot and the premix burner flow. However, compared to the single images

(Figure 3.11) the maximum intensity is generally lower. Based on this it can be assumed that

the averaged images typically show a more homogeneous fuel distribution compared to reali-

ty.
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Figure 3.12: Averaged (left) and STD image (right) of the NBO burner base load refer-
ence case

The standard deviation shown in the image on the right hand side of Figure 3.12 is clearly

lower than the values of the averaged or single images. This means that the overall temporal

fluctuations of the mixture profile are comparatively low. Especially the pilot region shows a

very low standard deviation so that it can be assumed that the pilot has a temporally quite sta-

ble mixture profile. The premix burner region shows a slightly higher standard deviation

which is increasing from inner to outer radius and also seem to be slightly higher on the right

side  (viewing  against  flow direction).  Moreover,  the  lean  and  the  rich  ring  around the  pilot

also seem to be temporally quite stable. A higher standard deviation can be observed in the

area of the rich and lean streaks of the vane channels towards the outer radius, but not in the

region where the highest fuel concentration is measured, but directly next to it. This means

that highest temporal mixing fluctuations occur as an envelope of the fuel rich streaks in the

outer main burner region. However, it should be mentioned that the experimental conditions

are isothermal meaning that all combustion chamber pressure induced fluctuations are miss-

ing and only cold flow turbulence is present.

Figure 3.13 shows the histogram of the number of pixels for each relative fuel concentration

value derived from the averaged image in Figure 3.12. It is assumed that NOx is mainly pro-

duced in hot = fuel rich areas (values > 1). For real gas turbine boundary conditions the tem-

perature increases exponentially with increasing fuel/air ratio. Consequently, an optimal his-

togram should show a small standard deviation in order to reduce NOx emission. From this

point of view, the burner corresponding to the histogram in Figure 3.13 shows some potential

for optimisation.
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Figure 3.13: Histogram of the NBO burner base load reference case

Experience from past Hybrid burner development programs has shown that the combustion

performance in terms of emissions and combustion stability at base load conditions is espe-

cially impacted by the fuel/air mixture distribution of the main swirler [62]. Consequently,

equivalent concentration profiles were derived from the LIF measurements. Figure 3.14

shows the radial profile averaged in circumferential direction for the main burner flow chan-

nel from the inner to the outer radius. Figure 3.15 shows the radially-averaged fuel distribu-

tion of the main burner from 0° to 360°. The calculation procedure for these profiles is similar

to the procedure established for measurements with suction probes (c.f. chapter 2.3.1), but is

based on a higher spatial distribution, i.e., the number of virtual radii is 48 instead of 12 as

with the suction probes and the circumferential resolution is 2° instead of 3° for 0°−180° and

6° for 180°−360° as with the suction probes. Profiles with higher spatial resolution did not

show an improvement and hence were not used for further investigations.

In the radial profile in Figure 3.14 one can again see the fuel-lean ring close to the main burn-

er hub (0 to 20% relative channel height) followed by the fuel-rich ring (20 to 55% relative

channel height). Due to the circumferential averaging, the rich and lean streaks of the single

vane channels cannot be seen in the radial profile and the rest of the relative fuel concentra-

tion looks quite well mixed, except for a slight decrease of fuel concentration towards the

premix cone (100% channel height).
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Figure 3.14: Radial concentration profile of the NBO burner main stage at base-load
reference conditions
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Figure 3.15: Circumferential concentration profile of the NBO burner main stage at
base-load reference conditions

The circumferential profile in Figure 3.15 is dominated by the alternating lean/reach mixing

profile of the single vane channels. Additionally, a generally leaner region from 0° to 80° and

a slightly richer region from 80° to 290° can be identified, which might be caused by a non-

uniform air distribution at the main burner inlet.

Table 3.1 shows the LIF image of the NBO burner base load reference case and two images

with increased and decreased A-stage split. Furthermore, these images are compared to imag-
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es of an identical burner combination, but with CBO, and another CBO burner version with

modified main air inlet flow conditioner (“CBO burner variant 1”). All images were recorded

at identical flow boundary conditions.
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Table 3.1: LIF images of a main stage split variation for the NBO burner, CBO burner
and modified CBO burner

The  aim  of  changing  the  A-stage  split  is  to  change  the  radial  fuel  distribution  of  the  main

burner. At decreased A-stage split more fuel is shifted to the centre of the main burner where-

as at increased A-stage split more fuel is shifted towards the inner and outer radius. This pro-

vides an effective measure influencing the combustion stability and, therefore, widening the

range of stable operation of the gas turbine.
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The effect of the A-stage split variation is clearly visible in all three hardware configurations,

though not to the same extend. Compared to the NBO burner the increased mixing length at

the CBO burner configurations leads to a generally improved fuel/air mixture. The lean ring

caused by the shear layer between the main and pilot flow is not present anymore. Further-

more, the effect of the single vane channels is reduced and, due to the swirl, the fuel rich ring

of the main stage is slightly shifted towards outer radius. Compared to the CBO burner the

modified CBO burner (variant 1) shows less fuel in the pilot burner region, but more fuel in

the  main  burner  region.  This  must  be  caused  by  a  change  of  the  pilot/main  air  split,  as  the

pilot stage fuel split was identical in both measurements.

The effect of the fuel-staging on the radial fuel distribution is more clearly visible in Figure

3.16,  which  as  an  example  shows  the  radial  concentration  profile  of  the  NBO  burner  main

stage for the three different A-stage splits.
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Figure 3.16: Radial concentration profile of the NBO burner at different A-stage splits

At decreased A-stage split more fuel is shifted to the region between 45% and 80% height of

the main swirler channel, whereas at increased A-stage split more fuel is shifted from the cen-

tre towards the inner and outer radius.

For a better comparison of the fuel/air mixing of the different Hybrid burner configurations

Figure 3.17 shows the radial concentration profiles of the NBO burner, the CBO burner, and

the CBO burner variant 1 at nominal A-stage split. It can be seen that the CBO burner profile

is generally more homogeneous than the NBO burner profile. Furthermore, the profile shape
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is slightly shifted towards the outer radius. This was already expected from the interpretation

of the LIF images and, as stated earlier, can be explained by the increased mixing length of

the CBO burner. Also expected was that the modified CBO burner shows a different fuel pro-

file compared to the CBO burner. As a consequence of the modified main air flow conditioner

less air is present at the outer radius resulting in a fuel rich region and more air is present to-

wards the inner radius resulting in a leaner fuel/air mixture. From this point of view the modi-

fied main air flow conditioner would not be recommended for real engine applications.
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Figure 3.17: Radial concentration profile of the NBO burner, CBO burner and modified
CBO burner at nominal A-stage split

The histograms of the three Hybrid burner configurations and the different A-stage splits are

shown in Table 3.2. The general trends of the effect of the A-stage variation are similar for all

three burner configurations. The best fuel/air mixture is achieved at nominal split, followed

by the conditions at an increased A-stage. The decreased A-stage split, however, leads to a

significant increase of the second peak at values above 1. In terms of a hardware comparison

the CBO burner provides the best fuel/air mixture followed by the modified CBO burner.

Hence, the histograms all in all confirm the previous interpretation of the LIF images and the

radial profiles.
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Table 3.2: Histograms main stage split variation NBO, CBO and modified CBO burner

In Table 3.3 LIF images and corresponding histograms of a load variation are shown. For the

measurements the total fuel mass flow, the P-stage split and the total air mass flow were var-

ied related to a real engine load curve. The presented results were recorded with the CBO

burner. Please note that all images are separately normalised to a mean value of 1, because the

focus of the fuel/air mixing investigations was on the identification of fuel lean and fuel rich

regions for each specific measurement point. However, due to this normalisation procedure,

the decreasing total tracer mass flow with decreasing GT load is not visible in the presented

images.
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GT
load LIF image Map LIF histogram

100%

95%

88%

80%
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GT
load LIF image Map LIF histogram

75%

70%

67%

64%

Table 3.3: LIF images and histograms for the load variation of the CBO burner

First of all, the LIF images from 100% to 64% GT load show the increasing P-stage split,

which is required to stabilise the flame at decreasing load. In this context it is especially re-
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markable that despite increasing tracer mass flow the pilot region seems homogeneously

mixed at all load levels. The fuel/air mixture in the main burner region shows similar struc-

tures at all load levels, but with decreasing total intensity with the decreasing tracer mass flow

for lower loads. This indicates that the general fuel/air mixture preparation of the Hybrid

burner with the Swirler Fuel Injection (SFI) design is quite robust against changing momen-

tum flux ratio caused by the changing mass flows in the intended operation range.

From 100% to 80% GT load the histogram shape becomes thinner with an increasing peak.

Afterwards the shape becomes flatter and wider again. At 80% load and below the peak oc-

curs at values above 1. By interpreting the histograms the most homogeneous fuel/air mixture

is achieved at 88% GT load. This is most probably because the P-stage split, which is adjusted

at this load level, matches well with the pilot/main air slit measured in an air capacity test rig.

This means that the pilot stage at base load conditions is operated leaner compared to the

main stage. However, this is only true for the cold flow case, as the pilot/main air split might

change under fired conditions.

3.3.4 Comparison to Other Experimental Results

In this section the relative fuel concentration profiles from the LIF experiments are compared

to results from suction probe measurements. Please note that the investigated measurement

planes for the suction probe measurements and the LIF experiment are not identical (see Fig-

ure 3.18). Both measurements were done with the NBO burner configuration.

LIF measurement
plane

Suction probe
measurement plane

Figure 3.18: Location of LIF and suction probe measurement planes
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Figure 3.19 shows the radial profiles for the baseline hardware at nominal fuel splits. The

general range and shape of the measured concentrations is quite similar, but the profile from

the suction probe is a bit shifted towards the premix hub (0% channel height). This may be

caused by the different measurement position. It is assumed that downstream of the burner

exit the swirled flow opens towards the outer side of the flow channel so that the radial profile

of the suction probe would also be shifted towards the right side of the shown diagram, if it

was measured at a more downstream position comparable to the LIF measurements. In con-

trast to the LIF-measured plane the suction probe measurements did not detect the fuel-lean

area close to the premix hub (0–20%). This emphasises the assumption, that this lean area is

caused by the shear-layer between the main and pilot flow which, due to the location of the

measurement plane, cannot be detected with the suction probes.
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Figure 3.19: Radial profile comparison of LIF and suction probe measurement at nom-
inal main stage split

Similar trends as for the nominal split can also be seen for the cases with main stage split var-

iation plotted in Figure 3.20. However, the deviation of the measured concentration profiles is

slightly larger; especially for the increased A-stage split case.
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Figure 3.20: Radial profile comparison of LIF and suction probe measurement at dif-
ferent main stage splits

Despite the completely different measurement approach (non-intrusive vs. intrusive) and the

different measurement positions, the compared profiles measured with LIF and suction probes

show a quite satisfying agreement. However, this is only valid for time-averaged data, as the

suction probe method does not provide any temporal information of the fuel/air mixing. Fur-

thermore, the spatial resolution of the suction probes with 1068 investigated points for the

whole main burner outlet plane is quite coarse and important effects like the increased fuel/air

mixing at the pilot/main flow shear layer cannot be detected at all.

3.3.5 Comparison to Numerical Simulations

Another important aim of the LIF experiment was to generate reference data for an assess-

ment of the accuracy of the Siemens standard fuel/air mixing simulations. As written in chap-

ter 2.3.2, RANS CFD simulations are still widely used as standard approach in industrial ap-

plications. Hence, a steady RANS simulation was carried out with Ansys CFX 13.0 for the

comparison with experimental results. The simulation was performed by Dr. Lukasz Panek.

For turbulence modelling a Shear Stress Transport model (SST) with reattachment modifica-

tion was used. The turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers were set to 0.7 during the simula-

tions. As simplification measure the fuel injection was modelled with an equal distribution for

all fuel injection holes. However, the fuel injected through the PMP and the main swirler was
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defined as separate but identical species to allow for better tracking of its origin in the mixing

planes.

Figure 3.21 shows how the CFD model of the mixing test rig was constructed in modular

form. Each part was meshed separately and brought together in CFX. Element sizes at inter-

faces were matched and general grid interfaces (GGI) were used to minimize errors.

Air plenum

Air outlet

Air inlet
Main burner

Pilot burner

Assembly

Figure 3.21: CFD model of the SGT5-4000F mixing rig

The measurements were performed at five measurement planes at different axial positions

downstream  of  the  NBO  burner  outlet  (see  Figure  3.22).  For  CFD  additional  data  was  ob-

tained from a plane directly at the burner outlet. Due to reflection of Laser light at the burner

hardware, experimental data for this plane is not available. The comparison of LIF and CFD

at different axial positions is aimed at tuning relevant CFD parameters to correctly predict

mixing at different mixing lengths and not only for a single reference position. The respective

distances xi from the burner outlet plane to the single measurement planes were defined as

(normalised by the burner outlet diameter D):

Plane 0: x0/D = 0.000 (CFD only) Plane 3: x3/D = 0.163

Plane 1: x1/D = 0.047 Plane 4: x4/D = 0.256

Plane 2: x2/D = 0.093 Plane 5: x5/D = 0.349
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1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.22: Location of the five measurement planes for LIF and CFD comparison

Figure 3.23 shows the post-processed LIF and CFD images of the baseline hardware at nomi-

nal fuel split. To ease the comparison of LIF and CFD images, all images were converted to

an identical colour map using the image visualisation tool Tecplot. All images are looking

against flow direction. Unless otherwise stated, all presented results refer to the first axial

measurement plane 1.

Figure 3.23: Images of LIF/CFD mixture field for NBO burner base load reference case

Compared to the LIF image (left hand side) the CFD image (right hand side) shows generally

a slightly worse fuel/air mixture. However, the general fuel/air distribution of the experiment

and  the  CFD match  quite  well.  For  example,  the  well  mixed  pilot  region  (å), the fuel-lean

and fuel-rich rings (ç & é), and the vane profiles (è) can be seen in the LIF and the CFD

åéç

ê

ê
è
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image  –  though not  to  the  same extend.  This  may at  least  to  some extend  be  caused  by  the

used modelling approach of an equally distributed fuel injection for all fuel injection holes.

The two fuel-rich pockets (ê) in the fuel rich ring can be identified in the LIF as well as in

the CFD image. These rich pockets are caused by an air deficit in that region resulting from

two strong air recirculation zones upstream of the burner in the lower left and right corner of

the air plenum. Due to the swirl, they occur in the measurement plane at rotated positions.
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Figure 3.24: Radial profile comparison of LIF and CFD for NBO burner base load refer-
ence case

Figure 3.24 shows a comparison of the radial fuel profile of the main burner passage derived

from experiment and CFD. It can be seen that the CFD profile is dominated by the rich ring

close  to  the  burner  hub.  Especially  the  two rich  pockets  (cf. ê in Figure 3.23) increase the

values of the circumferentially averaged profile in this region. The lean ring identified in the

experimental data (0 – 20% relative channel height) is not present in the CFD profile. Fur-

thermore, the CFD profile towards the burner cone (> 65% channel height) is leaner com-

pared to the experiment. This may partly be caused by the fact that all values of a radial fuel

profile were normalised to a mean value of 1, so that for the CFD the two rich pockets also

lead to a relative decrease of the other values. However, the general differences in the radial

profiles from experiment and CFD could already be seen in Figure 3.23.

The respective histograms are shown in Figure 3.25. The CFD histogram (right hand side)

shows a thinner and higher peak at 1. The second peak above 1 is also present, but less pro-
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nounced. Generally, the spread of counted values in the CFD is wider, especially for values

below 1.

Figure 3.25: Histograms of LIF and CFD mixture field for NBO burner base load refer-
ence case

Figure 3.26 additionally shows the radial profile from the suction probe measurements. De-

spite differences like the measurement approach and the investigated measurement plane the

agreement of the two measured profiles is better than with the CFD simulation.
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Figure 3.26: Radial profiles for NBO burner reference case from LIF, suction probe and
CFD simulation

Table 3.4 shows LIF and CFD images of the NBO burner at different A-stage splits. Again,

the staging effect is clearly visible: Increased A-stage causes the fuel rich ring to move to-

wards the centre of the main burner, whereas at an increased A-stage fuel split a lean ring in

the centre of the main burner occurs due to shifting more fuel to the inner and outer radius.

LIF CFD
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Table 3.4: LIF and CFD images of the main stage split variation for the NBO burner

The corresponding histograms for the different A-stage splits are shown in Table 3.5. Com-

pared to the nominal split the decreased A-stage case shows an increased second peak at val-

ues above 1. The case with increased A-stage on the other hand shows a slightly better profile
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in terms of a higher number of values around 1, indicating that this case might have potential-

ly lower NOx emissions.
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Table 3.5: Histograms from LIF and CFD of the main stage split variation for the NBO
burner

For reasons of clarity, Figure 3.27; Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 at first show the radial pro-

files derived from LIF and CFD for nominal, decreased and increased A-stage split separate-

ly. Afterwards, Figure 3.30 shows the comparison of the radial profiles from all three cases in

one plot. It can be seen that the profiles from CFD are dominated by the rich ring close to the

premix hub. Moreover, the CFD predicts a significantly higher effect of the A/B staging on

the radial fuel profile.
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Figure 3.27: LIF and CFD radial profiles at nominal A-stage split
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Figure 3.28: LIF and CFD radial profiles at decreased A-stage split
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Figure 3.29: LIF and CFD radial profiles at increased A-stage split
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Figure 3.30: Summary of LIF and CFD radial profiles at different A-stage splits
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Measurement
plane LIF CFD Map

4

5

Table 3.6: LIF and CFD images for nominal A-stage split at different axial measure-
ment positions

Table 3.6 shows the LIF and CFD images of the NBO burner at nominal A-stage split record-

ed at the five different axial measurement positions. The fuel/air mixture along the flow path

develops as expected and with increasing mixing length becomes more and more homogene-

ous. The tendencies and general structures in the LIF and the CFD images show a satisfying

agreement. However, the previously observed tendency of the CFD predicting slightly worse

mixing can be seen at all axial positions along the flow path.

Similar tendencies in the change of the histogram shapes for the experiment and the simula-

tions at the different axial positions can also be observed in the respective histograms in Table

3.7. As one could expect, with increasing mixing length the histogram shape for LIF as wells

as CFD becomes thinner and higher with an increasing peak around values of 1.
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Table 3.7: Histograms from LIF and CFD for nominal A-stage split at different axial
measurement positions
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To quantify the mixing enhancement with increasing mixing length, the global standard devi-

ation for each averaged image for the LIF experiment and the CFD simulation was calculated.

The standard deviation may be interpreted as a measure for the global mixing quality with a

value of 0 corresponding to a completely homogeneous fuel/air distribution.

The calculated standard deviations for CFD and experiment at the different axial positions are

shown in Figure 3.31. Unfortunately, experimental data at different mixing lengths was only

recorded with nominal A-stage split. However, a comparison of the available LIF and CFD

data at the reference measurement plane 1 (x/D = 0.0465) shows a systematic offset of the

CFD simulations for all three cases. This offset corresponds to the slightly worse mixing qual-

ity  present  in  all  CFD  simulation  results  discussed  in  this  thesis  and  can  most  probably  be

contributed to an underprediction of the mixing directly at the point of fuel injection caused

by the RANS modelling approach. Furthermore, it can be seen that the nominal split case

provides the better fuel/air mixture compared to the other two cases. However, the difference

between the increased and nominal A-stage split in the experiment is much smaller than in the

CFD data.
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Figure 3.31: Standard deviation along flow path (axial position)

Another criterion for the comparison of LIF and CFD is the “slope” of the mixing quality with

increasing mixing length. It can be seen that the slope from the experiment is smaller than

from CFD. In this context it is particularly noticeable that the slope for the increased A-stage
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split in the CFD simulation is significantly different compared to the other two cases. Howev-

er, a scientific explanation for this phenomenon can currently not be given.

A potential optimisation measure for the RANS mixing simulations is to change this slope by

an adaption of the turbulent Prandtl number (in Ansys CFX the turbulent Prandtl number is

identical to the turbulent Schmidt number). Hence, the CFD simulation of the nominal split

case was repeated with a turbulent Prandtl number of 0.4. A comparison of the standard devi-

ation derived from this simulation with the LIF experiment and with the baseline CFD simula-

tion using a turbulent Prandtl number of 0.7 is shown in Figure 3.32. Although it is not ex-

pected that with an adjusted Prandtl number a more realistic simulation directly at the point of

the fuel injection can be achieved, it can be seen that using the modified Prandtl number led to

a significant improvement of the CFD simulation.
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Figure 3.32: Standard deviation along flow path for LIF and CFD simulations with tur-
bulent Prandtl numbers of 0.7 and 0.4

3.4 Setup and Results for the SGT6-8000H Combustor

This chapter deals with the LIF experiments conducted at Siemens SGT6-8000H combustors.

The SGT6-8000H engine was introduced in 2012 and is equipped with 12 advanced Ultra-low

NOx Combustion Systems (ULN) with individual can combustors. The base power output at

ISO conditions is 274 MW with a pressure ratio of 19.5 and a gross efficiency of 40%. Figure
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3.33 shows a principal sketch of the GT mid-frame section with installed 8000H burner and

can.

Air

ULN burner

Can

Mid-frame casing

Compressor exit diffuser

Igniter

Fuel

Hot gas

Figure 3.33: Principal sketch of a SGTX-8000H mid-frame section

Like the Hybrid burner the ULN burner is a swirl-stabilised lean premixed combustion system

with a central pilot burner. The main parts of the ULN burner are the flow sleeve, the cover

plate, the basket, the support housing with eight individual main swirlers, and the pilot swirler

with  the  centrally  installed  pilot  oil  stick.  The  principal  design  of  the  ULN burner  with  the

main components is shown in Figure 3.34. For more details of the ULN burner design please

refer to [53] and [54].

Basket
Flow sleeveCover plate

Support housing

Pilot nozzle with
pilot oil stick

Figure 3.34: Main ULN burner components

The ULN burner features five independent natural gas stages to allow flexible operation and

tuning regarding emissions and dynamics. Figure 3.35 shows the principal location of the five

natural gas stages. The main fuel gas is injected through holes in the main swirler vanes (A-
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and B-stage). The circumferential arrangement of these two premixed stages is shown in the

lower right corner of Figure 3.35. The third premixed fuel gas stage is located upstream at the

flow sleeve inlet. The central pilot features a premixed stage (D-stage) and a diffusion stage

(pilot-stage). Furthermore, the ULN burner features three different premixed fuel oil stages.

A
A

A
A

B
B

B
B

C-stage

Pilot-stage

D-stage

B-stage

A-stage

Figure 3.35: ULN burner with five natural gas stages

Details of the setup for LIF experiments at the SGT6-8000H combustor are given in chapter

3.4.1. The testing procedure is described in chapter 3.4.2. Finally, exemplary test results are

presented and discussed in chapter 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

For the LIF experiments with the ULN burner a special optical test rig with a full-scale SGT6-

8000H single burner mid-frame section was designed. Due to the integration of the complete

mid-frame geometry including flow relevant features like the compressor exit diffuser, this

test rig also allows the investigation of important effects on the fuel/air mixture like an inho-

mogeneous air inflow at the burner inlet as it may occur in a real engine, for example.

Major parts of the new rig were made of acrylic glass fixed at an aluminium frame carrying

the combustor load. A sketch for the SGT6-8000H test rig is shown in Figure 3.36. As can be

seen the air enters the test rig from the left and exits through the flow channel on the right end
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of the test rig. Since the test rig was operated in suction operation mode, the exit was connect-

ed to the air supply line in the flow lab. The four guiding arms at the upper left end of the test

rig were used to support a fast and safe installation of the combustor hardware.

ULN burner

Can

Air inlet

Air outlet

Figure 3.36: SGT6-8000H cold flow test rig

However, compared to the 4000F test rig, providing optical access to the ULN combustor was

much more complex because three parts had to be designed with windows: the test rig, the

flow sleeve, and the basket. The respective parts of the test rig were made of the special UV-

transparent acrylic glass already introduced for the SGT5-4000F optical test rig. The flow

sleeve was replaced by a part completely made of UV-transparent acrylic glass having the

identical geometry as the original metal part and including the fully operational integrated C-

stage. The basket had to be equipped with windows of only 3 mm thickness to ensure identi-

cal flow behaviour as the original part. Hence, a concept with three asymmetrically arranged

windows was chosen providing sufficient mechanical integrity while allowing the sequential

investigation of the whole burner outlet plane by a 180° rotation of basket (see Figure 3.37).
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Figure 3.37: ULN burner with indicated laser sheet; installed in standard position (left
hand side) and turned by 180° (right hand side)

The pictures shown in Figure 3.38 give an impression of the excellent optical access to the

whole mid-frame (left hand side) and the combustor (right hand side).

Figure 3.38: SGT6-8000H cold flow test rig with installed ULN hardware

3.4.2 Testing Procedure

Similar to the previously described SGT5-4000F experiments the investigated boundary con-

ditions for the SGT6-8000H combustor are related to real engine base load and part load con-

ditions with additional fuel gas staging variations at selected measurement points. However,

due to the increased number of investigated parameter combinations with now four fuel stages

(A-, B-, C-, and D-stage; the diffusion pilot (P-stage) was not investigated), the illustration of

the investigated boundary conditions in a 3-D plot is not feasible here.
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Due to the limitation of the tracer gas mixing facility to three lines and a total mass flow of

about 90 g/s, single fuel stages and different fuel-stage combinations were measured sequen-

tially. Theoretically, this procedure might affect the test results, e.g. due to a different air dis-

tribution caused by changed flow resistance when fuel is not injected at all stages simulta-

neously. To investigate the significance of such effects, selected fuel stages were recorded

sequentially and simultaneously for comparison. Figure 3.39 shows the sequentially measured

A- and B-stage and the A+B stage assembled in post-processing. The comparison of the as-

sembled and the measured A+B stage images is shown in Figure 3.41. The procedure was

repeated for A- and D- instead of the A- and B-stage (Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.42).

B-stage
measured

A-stage
measured

+
A+B stage
Assembled

=
Figure 3.39: Assembling of a an A+B stage image by adding sequentially measured A-
and B-stage images

D-stage
Measured

A-stage
Measured

+
A+D stage
Assembled

=
Figure 3.40: Assembling of a an A+D stage image by adding sequentially measured A-
and B-stage images
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A+B stage
Assembled

A+B stage
Measured simultaneously

Figure 3.41: Comparison of sequentially measured and assembled A+B stage with
simultaneously measured A+B stage

A+D stage
Assembled

A+D stage
Measured simultaneously

Figure 3.42: Comparison of sequentially measured and assembled A+D stage with
simultaneously measured A+D stage

In Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42 only minor differences for the afterwards assembled and meas-

ured cases can be identified. This leads to the assumption that separate measurements of sin-

gle fuel stages are valid and the effect e.g. of a different air split is below the measuring reso-

lution of the experimental setup.

As described in chapter 3.2, the tracer gas was a mixture of acetone as fluorescing marker and

nitrogen as carrier gas. During testing with the ULN combustor the amount of acetone was

adjusted to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (high acetone content) while staying within the

limits of the mixing station (10 g/s) and without risking condensation of acetone (above 30%

acetone). As a result, the optimal acetone concentration for the single fuel stages and their

combinations was different (see Table 3.8).
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Fuel stage A B C D A + B A + C A + D

Acetone content
[% by volume] 10 10 30 30 6.5 10 10

Table 3.8: Acetone content for different fuel stages

However, the direct comparison of the different fuel stages required a known correlation of

acetone concentration and fluorescence signal to correct the images to an identical reference

concentration during image post-processing. In the present case the fluorescence signal in-

creased proportionally to the acetone concentration. Figure 3.43 shows an example of the lin-

ear correction of image A to the acetone concentration level of image B. After correction, the

average intensity of the images was 1.13341 for image A and 1.13758 for image B which is

equivalent to a deviation of 0.37%.

Image A
(Recorded at 1.5 g/s)

Image B
(Recorded at 1.0 g/s)

Image A
divided by 1.5

Figure 3.43: Typical example for the correction of different acetone concentrations to
an identical reference level

To simplify the correction procedure, the target values listed in Table 3.8 and not the actually

measured acetone concentration for each image was used for post-processing. The deviation

of the measured values and the target values was always below ± 1.5% (cf. Appendix A).

Therefore, this simplification did not lead to a significant error.

3.4.3 Results and Analysis

Figure 3.44 shows typical examples of post-processed single images of the ULN reference

burner D-stage at base load reference conditions. It can be seen that the mixture field of the
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D-stage significantly changes from image to image. Generally, the most fuel is shifted to-

wards the outer diameter of the pilot cone whereas the inner pilot zone only shows significant

amounts of fuel occasionally.
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Figure 3.44: Selection of typical single images of ULN 2.0 D-stage base load reference
case

Figure 3.45 shows the respective averaged and STD image for the D-stage reference case. In

the averaged image on the left hand side one can see that the pilot fuel is mainly concentrated

towards the outer diameter of the pilot cone. The fuel-lean area in the centre is most probably

caused by dilution with air recirculating in the inner recirculation zone. The pilot area is sur-

rounded by a small amount of fuel recirculating into the area of the main swirlers.
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Figure 3.45: Averaged (left) and STD image (right) of ULN 2.0 D-stage base load refer-
ence case
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The standard deviation shown in the image on the right hand side is significantly lower than

the values of the averaged or single images. This means that the single-image to single-image

fluctuations of the mixture profile are comparably low. Thus, it can be assumed that the ULN

pilot has a temporally quite steady mixture profile. However, in both images slight stripes can

be identified. These stripes are most probably artefacts from the post-processing with the 2-D

laser energy distribution.

In Table 3.9 LIF images of the ULN reference burner and a variant slightly modified air flow

conditioner recorded with different D-stage mass flows are presented. The respective D-stage

split is expressed as a percentage amount compared to total fuel mass flow. It can be seen that

the D-stage fuel distribution of the two presented ULN burner versions does not significantly

differ. Hence, it can be assumed that the D-stage fuel injection is quite robust against minor

changes of the air inflow. However, it can be seen that the tracer LIF measurements were sen-

sitive enough to reliably detect the comparably small changes of the adjusted tracer gas mass

flow for the different measurement points.

D-stage Sweep

D-
stage ULN reference ULN variant A Map

11.0%

10.5%
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D-
stage ULN reference ULN variant A Map

9.0%

8.0%

Table 3.9: LIF images of a D-stage split variation for the ULN reference burner and
slightly modified ULN burner

B−A Bias Variation

As another example of LIF imaging applied to the ULN combustor a B−A bias variation is

presented in Table 3.10. The B−A bias variation is basically a change of the fuel gas split be-

tween the A- and B-stage while the total fuel gas mass flow stays constant. As described ear-

lier the A- and B- stage are the main fuel gas stages in the eight main swirlers which are sur-

rounding the centrally installed pilot burner. In the images the arrangement of the stages is B,

B, A, A, B, B A, A in clockwise direction. The pilot area is masked in black. The missing part

in the upper region of the circular A-/B-stage distribution was not captured during the meas-

urements. The mass flows are expressed as percentage B−A bias. A bias of 0% represents

identical fuel mass flows for the A- and for the B-stage. Positive values indicate more B- than

A-stage, and negative bias values vice versa. It can be seen that the measured fuel distribution

changes with the B−A bias as expected. However, at a bias of 0% the fuel seems not equally

distributed between the A- and B-stage.
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B−A ULN reference ULN variant A Map

10.4%

3.8%

0.0%

-4.2%

-14.1%

Table 3.10: LIF images from a B−A bias variation for ULN reference and ULN variant A
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For a more detailed comparison of the two hardware variants the respective histograms of the

B−A bias variation were investigated (see Table 3.11). As one would expect the intensity dis-

tribution shows increasing peaks above and below 1 with increasing bias. This effect was

clearly stronger for the ULN variant A. However, the general trends when changing the B−A

bias were quite similar for both investigated ULN variants.

B−A ULN reference ULN variant A

10.4%

3.8%

0.0%

-4.2%

-14.1%

Table 3.11: Histograms derived from LIF images of a B−A bias variation for ULN refer-
ence and ULN variant A
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3.5 Conclusions

The present chapter dealt with acetone LIF imaging applied to SGT5-4000F and SGT6-

8000H combustors at atmospheric cold flow conditions scaled from real engine operation

curves. The experimental setup and the required facilities were described in detail. Overall,

the LIF experiments delivered worthwhile results with satisfying accuracy and reliability.

Moreover, it could be proven that LIF imaging is sensitive enough to detect minor changes of

the adjusted tracer mass flows even in the investigated large industrial-scale applications.

In parallel to the experiments, steady RANS CFD simulations were run for the SGT5-4000F

case with identical geometry and boundary conditions as the experiment. The results from the

experiment and the simulations were compared for different fuel splits and at different axial

positions along the flow path in terms of averaged images, histograms, and radial profiles of

the relative fuel concentration. It was found that the CFD tends to predict a less mixed fuel/air

profile. It is believed that this is mainly caused by the limitations of the RANS approach re-

garding the modelling of turbulence which is directly affecting the fuel/air mixing. The poten-

tial impact of the turbulent Schmidt/Prandtl number for the simulations was investigated in

this context and an improved setting for future CFD simulations with a decreased Prandtl

number was found. However, general trends of the mixing profiles for different fuel splits or

mixing lengths showed satisfactory agreement. Hence, steady RANS CFD simulations may

be used as a reliable tool to systematically investigate and compare the effect of slight modifi-

cations on the mixing field with reasonable effort. However, it is recommended to frequently

validate the most promising concepts by LIF measurements, especially in case of modifica-

tions aiming at improved mixing by increased turbulence.

Finally, for the SGT5-4000F the radial profiles measured with the suction probe method were

compared with the LIF and CFD profiles. Despite the different measurement positions and the

not exactly identical investigated hardware, the agreement between the two measurement

techniques was quite satisfying. However, the suction probe method does not provide any

temporal mixing information and has a comparatively coarse spatial resolution. Furthermore,

the flow disturbing suction probe is not feasible to investigate the pilot stage with its sensitive

inner recirculation zone. Finally, measurements with the suction probe method are much more

time-consuming than the LIF experiments. Hence, the LIF approach is recommended as

standard measurement technique for future measurement tasks.
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4 Chemiluminescence Imaging Ap-
plied to a High-Pressure Combus-
tion Test Facility

4.1 Introduction

Endoscopic chemiluminescence measurements were applied in three different high-pressure

combustion test campaigns. The first campaign in July 2010 served as proof of concept for the

water-cooled endoscopic probe and the selected ICCD-camera/filter combination. Based on

the gained experience the second campaign was performed in March/April 2011 with an op-

timised combination of optical band-pass filters to record chemiluminescence images in the

wavelength  range  of  OH*  (near  308  nm).  Major  results  from  this  test  campaign  were  pre-

sented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2012 in Copenhagen, Denmark [133]. In the third campaign

in August/September 2012 the experimental setup was improved by using a fiberscope with a

higher transmission factor and upgraded by a second intensified CCD-camera to simultane-

ously record images at two different spectral ranges. Furthermore, at single days of this test

campaign a USB spectrometer was installed behind the fiberscope instead of the cameras to

record the whole emission spectrum in the range of 250 nm to 800 nm.

In this chapter details of the endoscopic chemiluminescence measurements are described.

This includes a brief introduction of the test rig and the lab facilities, the testing procedure,

the optical setup, and the image post-processing steps. Afterwards, exemplary chemilumines-

cence images and spectra are presented and discussed. Finally, selected experimental results

are compared to CFD simulations post-processed with a line-of-sight image generator.
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4.2 Experimental Method

Performing single burner combustion tests at realistic gas turbine conditions requires signifi-

cant infrastructure e.g. for compressed and preheated air and fuel mass flows, rig cooling,

steam and exhaust gas treatment. Hence, Siemens cooperates with different partners providing

sufficient facilities. The results presented in this thesis were obtained in a lab facility at the

German Aerospace Centre (DLR) in Cologne, Germany.

4.2.1 High-Pressure Combustion Test Facility

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the test facility at DLR Cologne. The main component is the

Siemens high-pressure combustion test rig located in front of the exhaust stack and connected

to the air supply line.

High-pressure
combustion test rig

Air supply
line

Fuel gas
supply lines

Exhaust stack

Back pressure
valve

Figure 4.1: High-pressure combustion test facility at DLR Cologne

The high-pressure combustion test rig was designed for combustion tests at realistic thermo-

dynamic gas turbine boundary conditions. With the adjustable back-pressure valve the rig can
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be operated at different pressure levels up to full engine pressure. The test rig itself consists of

a flow box installed in a pressure vessel. The flow box has the inner geometry of a full-scale

single burner section of a real gas turbine mid-frame and includes the compressor exit diffuser

and the first turbine vane row. To represent different gas turbine frames, the flow box can be

changed. The chemiluminescence measurements were performed using the mid-frame flow

box and combustion system of the SGT5-4000F engine with annular combustion chamber and

ceramic heat shields as shown in Figure 4.2.

Test rig
outlet

Pressure
vessel

Combustion chamber
(single burner section)

Hybrid burner

Test rig
inlet

SGT5-4000F
flow box

Figure 4.2: Siemens high-pressure combustion test rig with SGT5-4000F flow box

4.2.2 Testing Procedure

Similar to the previously described LIF experiments the high-pressure combustion tests were

performed at flow boundary conditions derived from real engine conditions. However, the

boundary conditions were typically scaled to half engine pressure. In the scale-down the air

and fuel mass flow were adjusted to maintain flow velocity, residence time and relative pres-

sure drop similar to full pressure conditions. This leads to reduced air and fuel mass flows (cf.

the scaling rules introduced in chapter 3.2.1) and, hence, reduced testing costs while still

providing test results sufficient for the prediction of the combustion performance at real en-

gine pressure conditions. Figure 4.3 summarises the investigated boundary conditions, nor-

malised by the base load reference conditions (red ball). As can be seen, the combustor load-
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ing (black),  the overall  pilot  stage split  (blue),  and A/B split  of the main stage (green) were

varied. Additionally, selected test points were repeated with fuel gas preheating to simulate

the effect of different fuel gas qualities. Moreover, measurement points outside the standard

operation curve were investigated to define regions of stable combustion (both not shown in

Figure 4.3). This testing procedure was repeated with numerous different hardware design

variants.

Figure 4.3: Matrix of investigated boundary conditions

Besides the chemiluminescence measurements, for all investigated boundary conditions and

hardware variants the air and fuel mass flows, the fuel composition, static pressures at differ-

ent locations, the dynamic pressure at several positions inside the combustion chamber, nu-

merous media and metal temperatures, and the exhaust gas composition were recorded.

4.2.3 Optical Setup

The optical access to the test rig for the chemiluminescence measurements was realised by a

water-cooled probe. The design of this probe was based on a validated video probe which was

already used at numerous combustion tests before. The chemiluminescence probe featured a

cooling sheath protecting a UV-transparent fiberscope from the high temperatures and pres-
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sure inside the combustion chamber. Furthermore, the cooling sheath featured several chan-

nels for water and compressed air for cooling as well as a sapphire window that was flushed

with nitrogen to reduce the risk of deposits on the window. The probe had a total  length of

approx. 1600 mm and an outer diameter of 42 mm. The fiberscope had an outer diameter of

8 mm and a beam deflection of 90°. Inside the fiberscope was a bundle with 30,000 optical

fibres and an outer diameter of less than 3 mm. A sketch of the probe with details of the probe

tip is given in Figure 4.4.

Sapphire
window

Window purging
channels

Cooling water
channelsFiberscope

Figure 4.4: Chemiluminescence probe with probe tip details

As shown in Figure 4.5, the chemiluminescence probe was located in the test rig sidewall (in-

dicated by the blue ball), approximately 3 D (D: burner diameter) downstream of the burner

outlet. The dashed red lines indicate the probe viewing angle looking perpendicularly on the

burner outlet plane.
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Probe viewing
angle

Hybrid
burner

Chemiluminescence
probe

Figure 4.5: Side-view of the experimental setup indicating the probe location (blue)
and the viewing angle (dashed red line)

To quantify the effect of the probe on the experiment, tests with and without the probe were

performed. By varying the intrusion depth of the probe an optimized probe position could be

found that had no significant effect on the combustion stability or emissions. However, with

this setup, the centre of the burner was not aligned with the image centre (see Figure 4.6).

Flow
direction

Hybrid burner

Reaction zone

Probe viewing
angle

Chemiluminescence
probe

Figure 4.6: Top-view of the experimental setup indicating the probe location (grey), the
viewing angle (dashed red line) and the reaction zone (purple)
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The detected chemiluminescence signal was always filtered with optical band-pass filters.

Depending on the species to be recorded different filter combinations were applied. For OH*

a commercial band-pass (BP) filter with a central wavelength of 312 nm and a Schott UG11

were combined. CO2* was recorded through a combination of a Schott WG345 and UG11.

The CH* measurements were done with a commercial band-pass filter with a central wave-

length of 430 nm. As previously mentioned, the latter two species were only measured in the

third campaign where a second camera was used simultaneously. The first camera always

recorded with the OH* filter combination, whereas the second camera recorded with the CH*

or CO2* filter combination. For these measurements an additional beam splitter was placed in

front of the filters. The measured transmission curves of the single filter combinations includ-

ing the beam splitter are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Applied filter combinations for selected chemiluminescent species

The filtered chemiluminescence signal was recorded with one or two PCO Sensicam CCD-

cameras combined with UV-enhanced image intensifier from LaVision GmbH. To obtain im-

ages independently from changes of the axial flame position, lenses with high f-number and

accordingly high depth of field were used.

4.2.4 Post-Processing Procedure

For each test point a set of 700 to 1000 single-images was recorded. The recording rate was

25 frames per second with an integration time of 500 μs and 2×2 pixel hardware binning. All
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recorded images were post-processed with a dark image subtraction. To compensate effects

like vignetting of the optical elements, all images were additionally corrected by a reference

sensitivity map recorded with the help of a UV-light source mounted in an integrating sphere.

Afterwards, the images were normalised to an identical reference intensity to allow the com-

parison of all images relative to each other, directly. The post-processed single-images then

were used to calculate averaged and standard deviation (STD) images of the chemilumines-

cence signal. Videos assembled from the post-processed single images gave a good impres-

sion of the overall flame behaviour. The averaged images were used to evaluate the mean

flame position for changing operation conditions and for different burner designs. The STD

images additionally allowed identifying locations with increased temporal fluctuations of the

flame. The post-processing steps are illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Set of single images

Subtract dark ground

Compensate vignetting

Normalise intensity Averaged image STD image

Average and standard

deviation (STD)

Figure 4.8: Chemiluminescence image post-processing procedure

During the chemiluminescence experiments the camera trigger signal was recorded simulta-

neously to time series of the acoustic pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber (see
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Figure 4.9). These time series were required for the subsequent off-line phase angle recon-

struction procedure as described in [25,35].

Camera trigger

Pressure oscillations

Figure 4.9: Simultaneous recording of pressure transducer signal (1) and camera trig-
ger (2)

The applied reconstruction algorithm started with a FFT analysis of the pressure transducer

time series to determine the acoustic mode frequency of interest. Next, the time series was

band-pass filtered to the frequency of interest. Afterwards, the filtered signal x(t) and its Hil-

bert transform y(t)
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the pressure oscillation at the trigger time ti when image i was recorded.
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With this information linked to each stochastically recorded single image averaged images for

each phase angle were calculated by statistically weighting and attaching to the 2 neighbour-

ing phase angle groups. The resulting phase-angle uncertainty of this statistical phase aver-

aging method is half of the width of each phase-angle group.
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4.3 Results and Analysis

To ease the interpretation of the presented chemiluminescence images, at first an image rec-

orded without flame is shown in Figure 4.10. It can be seen that the probe creates a circular

image on the camera chip. The image was recorded without a burner, which is usually in-

stalled in the area of the white circle in the right half of the image. However, the outer radius

of the main burner is indicated by the yellow circle and the position of the pilot burner in the

centre of the burner is indicated by the green circle. As described earlier, the probe was locat-

ed downstream of the burner in the test rig sidewall, viewing perpendicular towards the burn-

er outlet. To minimise the impact of the probe on the flow, the probe was not inserted to the

centre of the test rig and, hence, was not aligned with the burner centre (cf. Figure 4.6). Final-

ly, Figure 4.10 was not post-processed with vignetting compensation to demonstrate the effect

of vignetting as can be seen on the outer radius of the circular investigation window.

Pilot burner

Main burner
Test rig
sidewall

Vignetting

Figure 4.10: Image without flame recorded through the optical probe

Figure 4.11 shows typical single images recorded with the reference CBO burner at base load

operation. The chemiluminescence signal intensity is given from dark blue (low intensity)

over green and yellow to red (high intensity). The intensity scale was normalized to reference

conditions taken from an averaged image recorded with the reference CBO burner at base

load operation so that the maximum signal intensity is shown in red (= 1). Areas with higher

intensity (e.g. at overfiring) will be shown in white. This intensity scale is identical for all

images presented in this thesis. To interpret the chemiluminescence images, it is assumed that

the recorded signal intensity is proportional to the line-of-sight integrated heat release rate.

Based on this assumption, Figure 4.11 shows a strongly fluctuating reaction zone.
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Figure 4.11: Typical single images of the reference CBO burner at base load operation

Figure 4.12 shows the respective averaged image of the reference CBO burner operated at

reference base load conditions. In this image the main reaction zone is indicated with the

dashed line. Furthermore, a clear distinction between the inner pilot stage and the outer main

stage is possible. However, in spite of the fact that vignetting was compensated the recorded

intensity on the right side of the reaction zone significantly decreases. This is believed to be

caused by a combination of the line-of-sight integration of the chemiluminescence signal and

the asymmetrical position of the probe.

Main stage

Pilot stage

Reaction zone

Figure 4.12: Averaged chemiluminescence image of the reference CBO burner oper-
ated at base load reference conditions
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Load Variation

Figure 4.13 shows averaged chemiluminescence images recorded between 50% relative com-

bustor load and overfiring (= 100% load plus 5% additional premix gas through the main

stage). The images are linked to a qualitative sketch of the GT loading procedure showing that

at part load the pilot gas fraction was relatively high to stabilize the flame and was decreased

with increasing load. The chemiluminescence images clearly show that at 50% load the main

chemiluminescence signal came from the pilot stage. With increasing load the pilot stage sig-

nal decreased while the main stage signal increased. During overfiring only the main stage

signal increased while the pilot mass flow remained constant. This emphasizes the assumption

that the separated zones with higher chemiluminescence intensity can be assigned to the

main-stage and the pilot-stage respectively, as shown in Figure 4.12.

Overfiring100 % Load85 % Load70 % Load50 % Load

Load

Fu
el

ga
s

Figure 4.13: Chemiluminescence images of the reference burner recorded at different
combustor load

Pilot Gas Variation

Figure 4.14 shows four images recorded at different pilot gas fractions. The pilot gas varia-

tions were performed with constant total fuel mass flow to maintain an identical adiabatic

flame temperature. The pilot gas fraction has an impact on emissions and combustion stability

and is an important parameter to tune the gas turbine for different operation conditions.

Hence, the corresponding total NOx emissions measured in the exhaust gas are shown for

each image, too. The values were normalized to the reference conditions where the lowest
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NOx emissions were measured (middle right chemiluminescence image). With increasing pi-

lot fraction the NOx emissions also increased (right image). A decrease of the pilot fraction by

13% (middle left image) did not lead to a significant change of the NOx level, whereas a fur-

ther pilot fraction decrease led to a steep increase of the NOx emissions (left image). This

leads to the assumption that the increased NOx emissions  at  lower  pilot  gas  fraction  were

mainly produced in the main reaction zone (red and white: high chemiluminescence inten-

sity), whereas the increased NOx emissions at higher pilot gas fraction were mainly produced

in the pilot reaction zone.

Figure 4.14: Pilot gas variation correlated with NOx emissions

Fuel Gas Temperature Variation

The measurements with preheated and non-preheated fuel gas were performed with a fuel gas

temperature difference of approximately 150 K. For preheated fuel gas the total amount of

fuel was slightly decreased to balance the increased energy input and to maintain identical

adiabatic flame temperatures for preheated and non-preheated fuel. However, the fuel gas

preheating leads to a decreased fuel density and a correspondingly changed fuel/air momen-

tum flux ratio. This results an increased fuel penetration depth as shown in Figure 4.15. Con-

sequently, the fuel/air mixture and the flame position were expected to significantly differ for

preheated and non-preheated fuel gas.
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Air Preheated fuel gas

Non-preheated fuel gas

Swirler vane
Figure 4.15: Effect of fuel preheating on fuel penetration depth

In Figure 4.16 exemplary results of chemiluminescence measurements with non-preheated

fuel gas (left)  and preheated fuel gas (right)  are shown. It  is  notable that the chemilumines-

cence intensity without fuel gas preheating seems significantly increased, especially for the

main stage, although the adiabatic flame temperature should be identical for both cases. How-

ever, this observation matches with increased NOx emission measured for non-preheated fuel

gas and emphasises the assumption that an increased chemiluminescence signal correlates

with increased NOx emissions as already observed for the investigated pilot gas variation.

Non-preheated fuel gas Preheated fuel gas Map

Figure 4.16: Chemiluminescence images recorded with non-preheated and preheated
fuel gas

Design Variant Comparison

Figure  4.17  shows an  exemplary  comparison  of  the  reference  CBO burner  with  two burner

design variants. The thermodynamic boundary conditions during recording of the presented

images were identical.
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CBO burner Design variant 1 Design variant 2 Map

Figure 4.17: Comparison of chemiluminescence images from different burner designs

Compared to the reference CBO burner (left), design variant 1 (middle) only featured minor

changes of the main burner air passage. Nonetheless, the recorded chemiluminescence image

for design variant 1 showed a clear change of the flame distribution between the main stage

and the pilot area. Thus, it can be assumed that the design minor changes applied at design

variant 1 led to a significant change of the air split between main and pilot stage with slightly

increased air mass flow through the main stage passage. Design variant 2 (right) showed a

completely different reaction zone compared to the reference burner and design variant 1. A

clear distinction between main and pilot reaction zone in the image was no longer possible

and the overall chemiluminescence intensity is significantly lower due to the more distributed

reaction zone. However, the significantly more homogeneous overall flame distribution re-

sulted in reduced NOx emissions, but was more prone to flame pulsations. In combination

with the interpretation of the chemiluminescence image, this may suggest that a stable and

separated pilot reaction zone was required to stabilize the flame.

Phase-Sorted Averaged Images

Chemiluminescence images were also recorded at boundary conditions leading to stable IFD

(intermediate-frequency dynamics, here defined as 100–500 Hz). The pressure transducer for

the simultaneously recorded pressure signal was located at the outer shell of the combustion

chamber at an axial position close to the chemiluminescence probe. The recorded images

were filtered, phase-sorted and averaged to visualise the behaviour of the reaction zone during

pressure oscillations. Exemplary results of the phase-sorted averaged images are shown in

Figure 4.18. The given degree value in the upper left corner of each image indicates the phase
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angle of the chemiluminescence image relative to the measured pressure oscillation maxi-

mum.

0°0° 45°45° 90°90° 135°135°

270°270° 225°225° 180°180°315°315°

Figure 4.18: Phase-sorted averaged images showing the flame pulsation; given phase
angle relative to pressure oscillation maximum

The phase-sorted images clearly show a fluctuation of the outer main stage, whereas the reac-

tion zone of the pilot stage was nearly constant and seemed to stabilise the combustion pro-

cess. This observation is consistent to the experience that an increase of the pilot fraction gen-

erally stabilises the flame, whereas a decrease of the pilot fraction may lead to flame pulsa-

tions up to a blow-off of the flame. Furthermore, it can be seen that the flame oscillation was

in phase with the measured pressure oscillation inside the combustion chamber which empha-

sizes the assumption that pressure oscillations at the measured frequency stabilise at an axial

mode.

Measured spectra

Single test days were used to record spectra inside the combustion chamber. The measure-

ments were done without optical filters by using an Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer in-

stalled to the chemiluminescence probe instead of the camera(s). The aim of these meas-

urements was to generate reference data for the correlation of the equivalence ratio and the

intensity ratio of the measured species.
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Figure 4.19 shows representative chemiluminescence spectra measured at base load (red) and

lower part load conditions (blue). These spectra were corrected by the spectral sensitivity of

the chemiluminescence probe. However, the spectral range below 300 nm should be treated

with caution because the probe sensitivity in this range was strongly decreasing resulting in a

correction by values close to zero (the respective correction curve for the chemiluminescence

probe can be found in Appendix E). Black-body radiation for a temperature of 1600 K is

shown in green.
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Figure 4.19: Representative spectra measured at lower part load (blue) and base load
conditions (red), 1600 K black-body radiation (green), and CO2* broad-band emission
(dashed orange)

It can be seen that the base load spectrum is dominated by black-body radiation of the very

hot ceramic heat shields inside the combustion chamber. Hence, a very effective blocking of

the spectral range above 450 nm is mandatory to avoid overexposure when using an ICCD

camera. Furthermore, the characteristic peaks of OH*, CH* and C2* can be identified (cf.

Figure 2.10). However, the OH* and CH* signals are significantly weaker for base load

whereas C2* radiation is only clearly visible in the part load spectrum. As expected, the whole

spectrum is superposed by CO2* broad-band emission (dashed orange line).

Unfortunately, the spectra recorded for parameter variations at constant load level did not

show reproducible differences which would allow a satisfying interpretation. It was further-

more found that a one-to-one transfer of correlations proposed in previous studies was not
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feasible, because the applied measurement method and experimental setup have a high influ-

ence on the chemiluminescence versus equivalence ratio curves. Hence, for each application a

specific calibration is needed and, therefore, further investigations of the spectra are required

to establish well-founded correlations for the equivalence ratio with the intensity ratios of

OH*, CH* and CO2*.

Statistical Evaluation

To increase the knowledge gained from the chemiluminescence measurements, numerous

quantities were derived from the recorded images for further evaluation using statistical

methods. As an example, Figure 4.20 shows the mean OH* chemiluminescence intensity

from temporally averaged images correlated with the total fuel gas mass flow (left hand side)

and the global lambda value (= 1/equivalence ratio, right hand side). Assuming complete

combustion, the fuel gas mass flow should serve as measure for the total heat release. Figure

4.20  shows a  satisfying  agreement  of  the  OH* signal  intensity  with  the  global  heat  release.

However, also the global lambda value correlates well with the mean OH* chemilumines-

cence intensity (see right hand side of Figure 4.20). Hence, identical correlations are planned

for  the  recorded  CH*  and  CO2* images to provide the required calibration data for further

post-processing.

Figure 4.20: Natural gas mass flows (left) and global Lambda (right) vs. mean intensity
of averaged OH* chemiluminescence images

Another example of a statistical evaluation of the chemiluminescence images is shown in

Figure 4.21. On the left hand side the measured NOx emissions are compared to the spatial

standard deviation of the temporally averaged images, which serves as a measure for the spa-

tial inhomogeneity of the chemiluminescence signal. The idea behind this evaluation is that
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NOx in gas turbines is mainly produced in regions with high temperature. Consequently, NOx

emissions may increase with increasing spatial standard deviation. On the right hand side the

NOx emissions are compared to the spatially averaged temporal standard deviation of sets of

instantaneous images, which serves as a measure for the temporal fluctuation of the chemilu-

minescence signal.

Figure 4.21: NOx emissions vs. spatial standard deviation of temporally averaged OH*
chemiluminescence image (left) and NOx emissions vs. spatially averaged temporal
standard deviation of a set of instantaneous OH* chemiluminescence images (right)

It can be seen that NOx correlates well with the spatial standard deviation (left hand side) but

not with the temporal deviation (right hand side). This may lead to the assumption that for the

investigated SGT5-4000F combustor the main source for NOx emissions are local high-tem-

perature zones in temporally stable regions with higher heat release. However, this is contrary

to previous investigation based on LES CFD simulations [16]. Potential reasons for this disa-

greement of experiment and simulation may be the different combustor type and thermody-

namic boundary conditions, a potential lack of information about temporal chemilumines-

cence fluctuations due to signal integration along the line-of-sight, the missing separation of

the effect of heat release and equivalence ratio fluctuations in the experiment, or simply the

significantly smaller variation of temporal chemiluminescence signal fluctuations compared

to the spatial chemiluminescence signal variation in the investigated experimental database.

Hence, this topic will be investigated in a future LES CFD study for the identical combustion

system as investigated with the chemiluminescence measurements.
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4.4 Comparison to Numerical Simulations

Similar to the LIF experiments the chemiluminescence measurements were used to validate

CFD simulations. Hence, RANS CFD simulations were done in parallel, again with identical

geometry and flow boundary conditions as the experiment. The simulations were performed

by Simon Görs within the scope of his master’s thesis [30]. Figure 4.22 shows a sectional

view of the computational domain for the CFD simulations. The polygonal mesh contained

about 3.76 million nodes with a resolution adjusted to the burner and the boundary layer.

Figure 4.22: Computational domain of the SGT5-4000F high-pressure combustion test
rig

As described earlier, the main difference between the real engine and the test rig is the single-

burner arrangement. Hence, the test rig has sidewalls instead of the periodic conditions in the

annular combustion chamber in the real engine. In CFD these sidewalls are assumed to be

adiabatic. This assumption is valid due to the fact that the sidewalls consist of thick ceramic

heat shields with negligible heat flux.

The thermodynamic boundary conditions were taken from the measured data from the test

campaign. The several leakage airflows and the flow patterns of the pilot and main stage were

tabulated for high accuracy and to uncouple the high resolution flow pattern calculation in the

main and pilot stage from the combustion simulation. For turbulence modelling again the SST
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model was used. The turbulent Prandtl  and Schmidt numbers were set  to 0.7.  The turbulent

burning velocity was calculated using a Zimont correlation with a pre-factor of 0.34. The

simulations were done using an Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM). In this model the molar re-

action rate is assumed to be proportional to the time required for mixing of the reactants.

The calculated temperature distributions are shown in Figure 4.23. The left hand side shows

the axial temperature distribution at the centre plane and the right hand side shows the radial

temperature distribution on a plane perpendicular to the burner axis, approx. 1.2 burner diam-

eters downstream of the burner outlet.

Figure 4.23: Axial and radial temperature distribution

In  the  temperature  distribution  one  can  see  that  the  flame  is  anchored  at  the  pilot  exit  and

propagates into the combustion chamber with a conical shape. The highest temperatures can

be found close to the pilot exit in the inner recirculation zone. The respective ISO-surface of

the reaction progress value of c = 0.8 in Figure 4.24 shows a realistic flame shape with a pro-

nounced 3-D structure.
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Figure 4.24: Flame ISO-surface defined as reaction progress 0.8

To allow reasonable comparison of CFD and experiment, the formation reactions, collision

quenching, and the resulting radiative transit probabilities for the excited species OH* and

CH* were implemented in the CFD code [30]. This data should serve as input for a ray-trac-

ing tool generating line-of-sight images comparable to the recorded chemiluminescence im-

ages.

For the formation reactions the reaction coefficients proposed by Kojima et al. [65],[66] were

taken. They were implemented in Ansys CFX in terms of tabulated chemistry depending on

the local reaction progress, the mixture fraction, and the mixture fraction variance. The rate of

radiative emission was defined by the Einstein coefficient for the transition probability. Colli-

sion quenching was considered for the perturber molecules N2,  O2,  H2O, H2, CO2,  CO,  and

CH4.

However, the described tabulated approach for the modelling of the excited species was not

applicable when using the EDM, because the EDM does not contain the required input pa-

rameters, i.e. the reaction progress, the mixture fraction and the mixture fraction variance. On

the other hand, the Burning Velocity Model (BVM), which is capable to work with tabulated

chemistry, did not converge for the investigated Hybrid burner case. Therefore, preparatory

investigations were done using the BVM at a Bunsen burner and a ULN burner case to find a
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dummy quantity for the Hybrid burner that may be used instead of the OH* and CH* concen-

tration for the further post-processing. It was verified that the molar reaction rate is propor-

tional to the conversion in the flame and occurred as a feasible flame front marker. Thus, the

following post-processing steps were done with the molar reaction rate.

For the line-of-sight post-processing the molar reaction rate data was exported from CFD in

90  different  planes.  Figure  4.25  shows  an  example  of  the  exported  planes  with  every  tenth

plane visible. The planes were imported to MATLAB for calculating the required light source

intensity as input for the subsequent ray-tracing tool POV-Ray. The light source intensity was

defined as proportional to the chemiluminescence intensity calculated as product of the fluo-

rescence yield yi and the concentration ci*of the excited molecules i. Before export to the

POV-Ray the light intensity was grouped in ten intensity levels from 0.2 for the lowest to 1 as

the brightest intensity respectively. In POV-Ray the optical aspects of the experimental setup

like the camera perspective and the line-of-sight signal integration were simulated. The virtual

camera  position  for  the  ray-tracing  was  taken  from  a  CAD  model  of  the  test  rig  with  the

chemiluminescence probe. Furthermore, light fading was considered, as well. However, addi-

tional relevant effects like signal trapping by OH and beam steering were not taken into ac-

count. For further details of the preparatory investigations, the modelling approach, and the

line-of-sight post-processing please refer to Görs’ master thesis [30].

Figure 4.25: Plane-wise export of the molar reaction rate for ray tracing
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Figure 4.26 shows a CFD image of the reaction zone with the line-of-sight integration post

processing (left) and the respective OH* chemiluminescence image recorded in the test cam-

paign (right).

Post-processed CFD Experiment

Figure 4.26: Comparison of the post-processed CFD image (left) with the respective
experimental image (right)

In the post-processed CFD image the reaction zone has a higher overall intensity and is dis-

tributed over a wider area. One potential reason for this might be the missing simulation of

signal trapping. Furthermore, the CFD image also shows the separated main and pilot burner

reaction zones, though less pronounced as in the experiment. However, after simulation of the

camera perspective the post-processed CFD image also shows the significant signal decrease

on  the  right  hand  side  of  the  image.  This  finally  emphasises  the  assumption  that  the  signal

decrease was actually a consequence of the optical setup and not a real asymmetry of the reac-

tion zone.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the experimental setup and selected results from the application of chemilumi-

nescence imaging to a full-scale SGT5-4000F high-pressure combustion test rig were pre-

sented.

It could be proven that the chemiluminescence probe could resist the challenging realistic

boundary conditions during the experiments performed at a pressure of about 9 bar with the

respective thermal load and the resulting mechanical stresses.

The presented test results demonstrated the feasibility of endoscopic OH*-chemiluminescence

measurements to provide additional information about the complex processes during combus-

tion at gas turbine combustion tests. The recorded images clearly showed differences of the

reaction zone for varying boundary conditions like combustor load, pilot fraction, and fuel-

gas temperature variation as well as for different combustor hardware designs. The evaluation

of the images revealed a correlation between the main/pilot burner reaction zone and the NOx

emissions measured in the exhaust gas. Further information about the main source of NOx

emissions was derived from the chemiluminescence images with the help of simple statistical

evaluations.

The phase-sorted averaged images gave insight into the type of flame fluctuation during the

occurrence of pressure oscillations. It was found that this combination of image acquisition

and off-line post-processing provided several advantages:

· No complicated and error-prone online camera trigger schemes and delay generators

as needed for online phase-locking setups were required.

· The measuring time was used very effectively.

· The systematic phase shift errors for frequencies deviating from the centre frequency

could be avoided.

· All parameters of interest like relevant frequencies, phase resolution, band-pass filter-

ing, conditional sampling with respect to amplitude, frequency, etc. could be specified

during post-processing.
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For selected test days a USB spectrometer was installed instead of the cameras to measure

reference data for the correlation of the OH*, CH* and CO2* chemiluminescence signal with

equivalence ratio. However, the measured spectra did not show reproducible differences al-

lowing a well-founded interpretation. Hence, it was decided to spend additional effort on fur-

ther investigations of the spectra in a future test campaign.

In parallel to the experiments, a post-processing method was developed to derive line-of-sight

integrated images from CFD simulations. The results were compared to recorded chemilumi-

nescence images. With the simulation of the camera perspective the post-processed CFD im-

ages showed the same signal decrease on the right hand side of the image as the experiment

which finally indicates that this signal decrease was caused by the optical setup. Moreover,

the developed post-processing method provides a valuable opportunity for a further investi-

gation of the general feasibility of chemiluminescence imaging for CFD validation.
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5 Summary and Outlook

5.1 Summary

The worldwide energy market is changing continuously. The current demands especially fo-

cus on renewable energy sources, cleaner and more efficient fossil power generation, and in-

creased flexibility in terms operational range, load gradients, and fuels. This also poses high

challenges for next generation gas turbines, particularly for the combustion systems. The pro-

cesses and interactions in highly turbulent premixed combustion systems as applied in state-

of-the-art low-NOx gas turbines, however, are complex and difficult to predict with numerical

tools. Hence, experiments for design validation play an important role in the combustion sys-

tem development process. The objective of this thesis was to evaluate and improve the availa-

ble experimental tools by utilising advanced optical measurement techniques. In particular,

acetone LIF for fuel/air mixture imaging as well as endoscopic chemiluminescence measure-

ments for flame visualisation were applied to various full-scale single burner test rigs.

Acetone-LIF imaging was performed at various original-size combustor variants of the SGT5-

4000F and SGT5/6-8000H engine. For the investigation of SGT5-4000F combustors an al-

ready existing test rig was modified with UV transparent parts. For the SGT5/6-8000H com-

bustors a completely new optical test rig with full-scale SGT6-8000H mid-frame geometry

was developed and put into operation. A newly designed supply facility provided sufficiently

high tracer mass flows and an easily adaptable optical setup allowed for fast and flexible

adaption to the two different test rigs.

LIF experiments showed sufficient accuracy and sensitivity to capture the slight adjustments

in gas concentration that typically occur during gas turbine operation as well as minor design

differences of the investigated combustor variants, even in this large industrial-scale setup.
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Furthermore, the results provided new information about the fuel/air mixture of the investi-

gated combustors. This knowledge was meanwhile used to support the development of the

latest SGT5-4000F combustion system evolution [62] as well as the latest SGT5/6-8000H

combustion system upgrade [55].

Results from the SGT5-4000F were compared to suction-probe measurements and steady

RANS CFD simulations. The overall agreement of the two measurement techniques was quite

satisfying. Finally, due to better performance in terms of impact on the experiment, applica-

tion flexibility, availability of temporally resolved mixture information, spatial resolution, and

time required for testing, acetone-LIF imaging was recommended as standard measurement

technique for future fuel/air mixing measurements. With respect to the CFD comparison it

was found that the CFD tends to under-predict the mixing of fuel in air, which can most prob-

ably be assigned to the RANS modelling approach for the turbulent scales. However, general

trends  between LIF and  CFD for  different  fuel  splits  or  mixing  lengths  showed satisfactory

agreement. Moreover, improved setting for future CFD simulations with an adjusted Prandtl

number could be found. With the confirmation of predicting the correct trends and the

knowledge of the CFD limitations, steady RANS CFD can now be used with increased confi-

dence for systematic optimisations of combustor mixing fields.

Flame chemiluminescence imaging was performed in a high-pressure single-burner high-

pressure combustion test rig at realistic thermodynamic boundary conditions. Optical access

to the test rigs was provided by a water-cooled endoscopic probe installed in the test rig side-

wall. The probe was successfully operated at boundary conditions of 9 bar and ~1800 K.

First results recorded with an intensified CCD camera with OH* band-pass filter demon-

strated the general feasibility of endoscopic chemiluminescence measurements as robust ex-

perimental tool providing more insight into the complex processes during combustion tests.

Simultaneous recording of chemiluminescence images and pressure oscillations allowed for

phase sorting of the images during post processing. This method provided additional valuable

information about flame/acoustic interaction.

Moreover, chemiluminescence images were recorded with two cameras simultaneously. The

first camera was filtered for OH* whereas the second camera was filtered for CH* or CO2*

detection. To gather the required calibration data for the calculation of equivalence ratio

and/or heat release from the simultaneously recorded images, additionally chemiluminescence
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spectra were recorded by using a fibre-coupled spectrometer. In the measured spectra the

characteristic peaks of OH*, CH*, and C2* could be identified overlapping with a significant

portion of CO2* broad-band emission. Furthermore, a significant contribution of black-body

radiation from hot combustor parts could be seen. The spectra, however, only showed little

sensitivity against changes of the operation conditions so that additional effort is needed to

derive the required information for post processing of the simultaneously recorded OH*/CH*

and OH*/CO2* images. The spectra did not show an expected dip in the range of 308 nm

which indicates a well-chosen probe position with comparably low OH* signal trapping by

OH.

Statistical evaluations of quantities derived from OH* chemiluminescence images showed

correlations of the average OH* signal intensity with the total fuel gas mass flow (as measure

for the total heat release) and the equivalence ratio. On the one hand, this confirms the con-

clusions from other studies that OH* alone is not a reliable marker for heat release, which was

already addressed by the simultaneous recording of two species. On the other hand, the cor-

relations generally indicate that with the current experimental arrangement well-founded con-

clusions can be made from chemiluminescence measurements despite the line-of-sight inte-

gration of the measured signals.  Statistical  evaluations of the OH* signal and NOx emission

showed a high correlation with the spatial standard deviation, but not with temporal signal

fluctuations. This information may help to identify burner-specific leading NOx formation

mechanisms as a direct feedback for the validation process. Because the temporal distribution

is expected to be at least similarly important, numerical studies were initiated for further in-

vestigation of this topic.

A post-processing method for CFD was developed to simulate line-of-sight signal integration.

A  comparison  of  in  this  way  post-processed  steady  RANS  CFD  images  with  experimental

results helped to interpret certain observations in the recorded chemiluminescence images. To

increase the agreement between simulation and experiment, it is planned to add signal trap-

ping to the post-processing method and to apply it to more-detailed LES CFD simulations.
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5.2 Outlook

The conclusions from the acetone LIF measurements led to initiating an extensive CFD study

where the experimental data will be used as reference. Within this study further optimisation

of parameter settings for steady RANS simulations will be done as well as a comparison with

results from unsteady DES and LES. The purpose of the study is to develop validated numeri-

cal tools optimised for specific design tasks with respect to the level of details provided vs.

the required meshing effort and computational cost. Furthermore, the study will lead to a bet-

ter understanding of potential limitations of each simulation approach avoiding misinterpreta-

tions and wrong conclusions. To also increase the usability of mixing measurements as direct

pre-selector for costly high-pressure tests, it is recommended to generate more experimental

data with comparable boundary conditions and combustor hardware to investigate the cou-

pling of measured mixture profiles and combustion performance.

On the 27th of September 2013 Siemens laid the foundation stone for a new burner test centre

Clean Energy Center in Ludwigsfelde near Berlin [116]. Encouraged by the good experience

made within the presented study, it is planned to intensify the application of optical measure-

ment techniques at high-pressure combustion tests at this test centre. Hence, publicly co-

funded cooperation projects with several research institutes were started in 2013. One of the

biggest tasks in this context is the enhancement of the chemiluminescence measurements to-

wards multi-species high-speed imaging, a more flexible optical probe design, and the devel-

opment of a tomographic reconstruction algorithm to derive volumetric flame information

from simultaneous measurements at multiple positions. Moreover, the developed optical ac-

cesses will be used for the application of CO TDLAS measurements, FRS and surface tem-

perature measurements using thermographic phosphors.

In summary, the realisation of the initiated measures will make an important contribution to

aid the development of the next generation of cleaner and more flexible gas turbine combus-

tion systems at reduced development time and costs.
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Appendix A Properties of Methane and
Frequently Used Tracers

Methane Acetone 3-Pantanone Acetaldehyde Biacetyl Toluene

Molecular weight

(g/mol)
16.0 58.1 86.1 44.1 86.1 92.1

Density at 25°C

(g/cm3)
- 0.79 0.81 0.77 0.98 0.87

Boiling point

(°C)
−161.5 56.1 102.0 20.1 88.0 110.6

Heat of vaporisa-

tion at 25°C

(kj/mol)

- 31.0 38.5 25.5 - 38.0

Flash point (°C) −188 −18 7 −27 3 4.5-7

Autoignition

temperature in air

(°C)

537-632 465-727 425-608 175-275 365 480-810

Flammability

limits in 1 bar air

(% vol)

5.0-15 2.6-13 1.6-8 4.0-60 2.4-13 1.2-7.1
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Gas-phase vis-

cosity at 100°C

(µPa s)

13.4 9.5 8.2 10.7 - 8.8

Gas-phase diffu-

sion coeff. (1 bar

air, 100°C) (cm2

s−1)

0.344 0.166 0.129 0.218 0.135 0.132

Table 5.1: Relevant physical and thermodynamic properties of most frequently used
organic tracer molecules compared to methane (compilation derived from [114])
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Appendix B Tracer Gas Supply Facility

Figure B.1: Sketch of the tracer gas supply facility
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Figure B.2: Piping and instrumentation diagram of the tracer gas supply facility
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Figure B.3: Measured acetone concentrations of a typical test day

Figure B.4: Estimation of relative acetone saturation in air at different temperature lev-
els
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Appendix C UV-Transparent Acrylic
Glass

Figure C.1 Comparison of absorption and fluorescence spectra from acetone with la-
ser excitation wavelength and transmission spectrum of UV-transparent acrylic glass
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Appendix D SGT6-8000H Cold Flow
Test Rig

Test rig inlet

Test rig outlet

LLCO air
extraction port

Engine-style
CED with strut

Engine
geometry
dummies

Metallic frame to
carry transition load

Aluminum
frame to carry

combustor
load

Air

Engine-style
flex supportBurner

mounting
device

Turbine cooling
air extraction port

Figure D.1: Sectional drawing with main features
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= Pressure sensor

= Temperature sensor

2x

Figure D.2: Test rig instrumentation (temperature and static pressure)
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Appendix E Chemiluminescence Probe
Sensitivity
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Figure E.1: Spectral sensitivity of the chemiluminescence probe assembly as used for
the correction of the measured chemiluminescence spectra
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